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Legislature ends
special session
reduction enforced,
36 positions cut
_The state legislature ended its
special session yesterday by
approving among other items a
182-million supplemental budget
which _carries with it the teeth of
the reduction-in-force.
Under the approved budget
the college was ordered to revert
money back to the state:
$492,000 in general funds plus
loss of local revenue (tuition and
fees). This means a t-0tal budget
cut of approximately $686,000 for
the college.
This cut includes the reduction-in-force mandate issued by
the state lawmakers which redµces Central'~ faculty by 36
positions. However, due to attri- ·
tion and foresight planning by
the administration· apparently
only seven faculty · members
actually will receive notices of
termination.
Th~ majority of budget cuts
under the supplemental ~udget
will come in instructional areas.
The library and student services
also will be cut but not as
drastically as the cu_rriculum.
The Office of Information said

ASC
condidates
fie in
p~esi~ential

race

that the administration believes
The ASC elections held Tuesthe college will be able to meet . day have resulted in a run-off to
the reduction-in-force require- . 'be held Feb. 21.
ments issued.
, ·. In the. race for President, Pat
The administration believes R~ily garner.ed 285 votes over
the supplemental budget approv- Steve Haas' 260, yet failed to get
ed may cause harm to the curri- the 51 per cent necessary to win.
culum..There may be fewer class · Morrie Chandler received 251 to ·
offerings. Classes will be larger. · John Presson's 223 for Executive
And there will be a possible Vice-President. This office also
deterioration of overall instruc- wiil face a run-off.
" John Atwell bested opponent
tion.
According to Bill Lipsky, direc- · Dan Shaddox by a 3 to 1 margin
tor of the Office of Information, . for Administrative Vice-Presithis approved budget "sets the dent. The total was Atwell 367,
stage for another battle with the . Shaddox 103.
State Legislature in January.
In other ASC races voted upon
Lipsky acts as the college's link Tuesday:
with Olympia.
Faculty Senate .Gov. Evans vetoed the initial
Position 1 - Cathryn Cockrill
(unopposed 327)
budget cut passed by the legislature and since that time 10 variaPosition 2 - Bob DeCicebo
tions of college budget cuts have
(unopposed) 335
been proposed. The largest cut
Position 3 - Patty Picha
(unopposed) 347
was the initial budget proposed
by the legislature of $1.23 Campus Judicial Board million. The lowest reversion
Position 1 -Sue Christman 227
~a~ the Council of Presidents'
Marvel Minium 150
$243;000 followed closely by the
Run-off.
governor's $308,000 proposal to
Position 2 - Rick Cameron 201
John Nichols 195
the legislature.
Associated Student Legislature On-Campus
·' Position 1 - Jacque Smith
(unopposed) 319
Position 2 - Arlen James
(unopposed) 227
Position 3 - Cindy Stevens
(unopposed) 294
Position 4
Jerri Grunt
6, Scott Lewis 6,
(write-in)
Position 5 - Clayton Doherty 3,
(write-in)
Assiciated Student Legislature Off-Campus Position 1 - Phyllis Thorfinson
.
(unopposed) 205
Position 2 - Bob Ogden (unopposed) 211
Position 3 - Phil Colsen (unopposed) 198
Position 4 - Andy Hall (unopposed)216
Position 5 - Bill Kirby 2, Bob
Atwell 2, (write-in)
.In tpe races where write-in
candidates are involved, contact
must be made by ASC officials to
determine whether or not they
wish to run. They may or may
not actually appear on the run-off
ballot. Also, names of those
write-in candidates receiving one
vote were omitted, being too numerous for our space.
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Grand old man
takes whack at
new theatrical art
-

'

. ·,

"The part was for a befuddled
old man, and I -gµess that they
felt that the role fit,~· were the
humorous comments of Dr.
Wayne Hertz, chairman of the
Department of Music, when he
described his part in the musical
"A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum," which is
opening tonight.
Dr. Hertz plays the part of
"Erronius," a ma~ who is running
seven times around the seven
hills of Rome trying to find his
two children who were stolen by
pirates years before.
Dr. Hertz said that he was ap-_

proached by Dr. Milo Smith, who
said, "Do you want to dQ a part in
the next. musical?" and Hertz
said that he replied, "What is it?"
A photo preview of the play is
on pages 10 and 11 . .
Dr. Smith said that while Dr.
Hertz "is out of his element of
musical direction--like a fish on
land, he's doi.n g great in his role."
Dr. Smith said ihat the tickets
for the performances Feb. 14, 15,
16 and Feb. 21, 22, 23, in
McConnell Auditorium will go on
sale one hour before the 8:30
performance at · the auditorium
box office.
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BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE? No, but this unidentified
student did have handmade hammocks for sale in the SUB
recently at $25 each. He claimed only a $5 profit on each sold,
but had no takers after a four-day stint near the pit. Other local
students and handicrafters have also found the SUB a good
place to show their goods, but few have found buyers for their
articles, which range from jewelry to candles and clothing.

SONY®
PS-5520
List: $169.50

STEREO TURNTABLE

With ADC-250 XE cartridge ($219 list)

ONLY $179.50
Your valuable records are treated royally in The wo·rld
of Sony Sound. Sony's PS-5520 playback unit lets you
play 33Ya and 45 rpm rec~rds wit~ excellent quality
reproduction. Flawless tracking subjects your records
to less wear and tear. At the end of each record the
PS-5520's tone arm returns to rest and the unit automatically shuts off. To automati~ally "start", "reje<?t",
"repeat", and "stop" you simply touc~ the operating
lever. A specially designed hysteresis synchronous
motor plus a belt drive practically eliminates. rumble.
Smart walnut base with a hinged, smoked .plastic cover.

VISIT THE WORLD OF SONY SOUND AT:
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Title change more than token,
inconsistency creates problem

I

by David Schell
In December of 1973 the
Council of Higher Education
made a recommendation to the
state legislature to rename
Washington's state colleges to
Washington state universities.
President of Central, James E.
Brooks, has supported and encouraged the title change in one
form or another since his first re-·
commendation to the legislature
in 1966.
Brooks said he felt the title
change was more than a token
gesture to attract more students
to Central. "There is a communication problem when you talk to
someone from the East," he said.
"They can't understand why
some schools there are labeled
universities, while Central has
the same · departments and is
labeled a state college."
Asked about federal funding,
Brooks said, "State colleges are
funded by the federal government somewhat, but the acquisition of federal funds would probably be easier with a university
title."
WSU and the UW have had no
official reaction to the proposed
title change as yet, according to
Brooks.
The Council of Higher Education empaneled an advisory
committee in October of 1972, to
study the roles and missions of
higher education in Washington.
The panel made suggestions in
addition to the title change. The
reCOmmendatiOnS do not include
Evergreen State College. The
recommendations are as follows:
1. Central, Eastern and Western should have as their primary
function the provision of instruction in the liberal arts and
sciences and in professions and
applied fields which require more
than two years .of collegiate
instruction, and they should have
exclusive responsibility for teacher certification in the public
sphere.
2. Central, Eastern and Western should be authorized to
award the Associate of Arts
degree in programs currently
provided at these institutions.
The development of new programs designed to lead specifically to the associate degree should
not be under~aken. Steps should

be taken to assure comparability education through the master's
between associate certification in degree.
the Area Universities and _ the · 8. As their area of excellence,
community colleges. Area Uni-· each institution should assume
versity is the general title the primary responsibility for the
Council used to describe the development and offering of prostate colleges.
grams as follows:
a; Eastern--The Allied Health
3. Central, Eastern and Western should not be constrained in Sciences: Social Work, Public
the use of professional degree Affairs, Clinical Psychology and
titles to the BA, BS, BA Ed, MA, Organization and Business ManMS and M Ed; rather, they agement.
· should be authorized to offer prob. Central--Education: particufessional degree titles, in limited iarly Special Education and
range, reflective of those in use Counseling, Teacher Education,
nationally. These should include particularly post-baccalaureate
the Master of Business Adminis- programs, Fine Arts, Communi-'
tration, Master of Fine Arts, cations, Environmental Studies,
Master of Music and others.
particularly the dry lands, and
4. Central, Eastern and West- Agricultural Education in conern should be re-designated as cert with WSU.
Area Universities. f'qeir names
c. Western--Physical Sciences
should reflect this re-designa- and Mathmatics: Engineering
tion, perhaps· in the following Technologies, Environmental
manner:
Studies, particularly the Marine
a. Eastern Washington . State Sciences, Letters and Social
College should be renamed East- Sciences.
ern Washington University.
b. Central Washington State
College should be renamed Central Washington University.
c. Western Washington State
College should be renamed WestTwo first prizes of $40 each
ern Washington University.
and two second prizes of $10 each
· 5. Althoua;h these state col- will be awarded to four Central
leges are designated as Area students who write the best.
Universities, responsibility for papers in the field of psychology. · .
the offering of doctor'1e proPsi Chi, the National Honorary
grams should be confined to the Society of Psychology, is sponUW and WSU. Central, Eastern soring the contest, which is open
and Western should continue to all full-time Central students,
with their authority to offer according to Psi Chi member
baccalureate a~d master programs. Mike Dashbach.
6. The Area Universities' role
The prizes will be awarded in
and mission should be defined in two . categories; experimental
terms of. the educational needs of and literature review. Dashbach
the geographic region compris- . said the experimental paper
ing their service areas. For East- would deal with an experiment in
ern this represents the ~astern psychology and its contribution
area of the State and particularly to society. The literature review
Spokane; for Central this repre- is to be written on a particular
sents the Central area of the subject in psychology, utilizing
State, including an overlap with broad sources of information,
Western in the Seattle Metropol- again emphasizing social contriitan area; and for western it re- . bution.
presents the area west of the
The contest is open to any
Cascade Mountains southward to · paper, other than a Master's
Tacoma_. .
.
.
thesis, having been completed
7. Withm their .service area, for psychology course work or
the Area Unive~sities shou_ld ,:··related field experience. The
perfor~ the ~unctions of _receiv- _ submission deadline is April 15,
mg transferrmg co~~umty col- 197 4. Winning papers will be
lege students, p.rov1dmg under- announced on May 10, '197 4.
graduate education to the bacca- Papers are to ·be turned in at the
laureate degree and graduate Psychology building, 268.

Psych paper

competition
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BobHopeappears
March7 to benefit
scholarship fund
Comedian Bob Hope will ap- do two ev.e ning shows.
pear at Nicholson Pavilion March
Accompanying Hope and his
7, . announced Dr. Lawrence troupe of entertainers will be
,Lexie Brockway, ·Miss World
Danton Monday.
There had been some specul- USA, a former Central student.
tion earlier this week whether or She attended here as a freshman
not Hope would indeed make an last quarter before dropping out
appearance here, as negotiations to perform the varied traveling
with the comic's agent, Mark. duties of Miss World USA.
Anthony of Los Angeles, drag- - Ticket prices for the Bob Hope
ged on.
Show were announced to be $5
The comedian will be here for for the public, $4 for students,
one evening performance, with and special reserved seats in a
ticket revenue going to the prime · viewing area will sell for
CWSC Foundation Scholarship $10 -to the general public, or $8
Fund. This runs contrary to an - for students.
announcement by Yakima televi- . Arranged for the Bob . Hope
sion newscasts that Hope would Show, the Pavilion will seat 3500.
.

.

Pot, hitchhiking die

_ "AND YOU THINK THIS CONSTRUCTION IS
A MESS!" seemed to be what this hardhat,
wo~king deep in a mire of mud, was saying. The
work, being done on the mall, 8th Avenue, and
"E" streets, will end about the same time May

'BLOSSOM Seattle' is unhappy with the ballot title given its
initiative measure by the Seattle
city corporation council.
It may sue the city if the ballot
title is not changed from "Shall
the initiative measure providing
for possession ·and distribution of .
marijuana without penalty be
enacted as an ordinance?" BLOSSOM would like the title changed
to "Shall the initiative measµre
providing for limited ~arijuana

does. New landscaping, tree, and lights will be
installed, along with pedestrian walkways. The
improvements are made possible due to a
$191,000 landscaping allocation in the college's
budget.
[photo by chang po jay]

the institution could bring in
even more new students. Dr.
Sands suggested a contest to
make a school flag, ~rite a school
song ana maybe change the
official colors. She also suggested
that students change the name of
the school. "Central's a rather
drab name," she said. By stimulating student interest Dr. Sands
feels that student enrollment will
increase.
The interviewed faculty mem._
bers all felt that changing to a
university would add prestige to
a degree earned from Central.
The group was split in half in
regards to Central being qualified to be called a university.
Many felt that the public's ideas
of what constitutes a university
are changing so as to include
nearly any four-year institution.

A hearing on the ballot title
change might be scheduled by
today, BLOSSOM attornies
hope.

ARTIC CIRCLE'S
3 PIECE_
S CHICKEN
FEB 17th - 18th
'WITH ROLL

Faculty believe name change
could add prestige and money
A vast spread of opinion is ex_pressed by members of Central's
faculty in regards to changing
this college to a university. Most
felt that while the change in
status would not increase enrollment, they were in genera.I
agreement that it would bring
mor~ money to Central.
Many professors felt there
would be an increase in grants if
Central were to change its
status. Dr. James Alexander, of
the ·anthropology department,
"felt the new name would not be a
"cure-all" for low enrollment, but
he thought that Central would
benefit from the .change due to an
increase in alumni pride.
Dr. Catherine Sands, of the
.anthropology department, felt
the switch might help increase
- enrollment but a new image for .

possession and distribution by
adults, without penalty, be enacted as an ordinance?" BLOSSOM
spokesmen in Seattle say that
the ballot title as now worded
makes the measure appear as a
"carte blanche for marijuana
legalization."

Just as many professors expressed concern with the trend
toward re-naming colleges as
universities. As one professor
who earned his doctorate from
Harvard said, "it downgrades the
meaning.of the word university."
Those instructors who were
against the change said Central
doesn't offer enough major programs to qualify as a university,
citing the education programs as
the only major offerings. Professors backing the idea feel that
. the school does offer a wide .
enough selection of programs to
qualify.
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'Rotten Peaches'
Back to the womb, cradled and nurtured, safe from the "valleys
of darkness" in the outside world. Lay back, light a reefer, and
pour over your political-science. Such is the prolonged childhood of
a Washington college student.
I specify Washington because it is apparent that our Northwest,
in contrast to the nation, is somewhat utopian, (though far from
the gates of Shangri-La.) Our energy crisis, at this point in time, is
over. We do have a fuel shortage, but not as high on the scale as
the eastJf_y.ou've livecffn an area such as Los Angeles, Chicago or
- -New York, you could see the slower pace in the lives of
Washingtonians.
So here we are, tucked away, absorbing the knowledge of man,
while the world turns on. But where to? As we study truths
postulated in the past, the United States is approaching a time
where "Land of the Free" will be added to the list of "Past truth no
longer applicable at the present."
We are still "Home of the brave," as shown by the vigilance of
our nation's truck drivers who, by their strike, succeeded in near
total stagnancy of our produce.
How much significance should we apply to vegetables rotting in
trucks? _The will of survival possessed by a whole is greater than
the will to survive possessed by the single constituents comprising
the whole. Democracy has been possible thus far because it
worked, and the individuals are in fairl~ close harmony with the
nation's government. But this is 1974, and our overpopulated,
scientific, mechanical planet has far exceeded the boundaries
envisioned by the men who drafted the dogmas we are supposedly
adhering to today.
If one group of people can tie up the nation, how long will the
government restrict its intervention to the limits of the existing
statutes, if the country as a whole is threatened?
I have no fear of man destroying himself. We will control
population, all countries will eventually be fed, and our
environment will, at the very least, be made stable and tolerable.
But as these become the highest priorities for survival, our
country and its government will strive to attain them with less and
less concern for the individual components of this country. And
that, my fellow components, scares the hell out of me.
guest editorial
by John Hack~r
1

And scab lettuce

- -.letters letters letters-Are there
'leeches in
the Red Tape
Factory?'
To the editor:
The ASC elections are rolling
around again, and the excitment
of the campaigns is building.
Students are all vitally interested, and ASC, responsive - as
ever, is basking in praise.
Buil.
The people in ASC, tucked
neatly away in their own fancy
offices, are no way concerned
about the people they "represent," and I'm using the word
..represent," very loosely.
Have you ever seen the
beautifully-furnished
paradise
they've built for themselves with
your money and mine? Nice
carpets, paneling, good salaries
and absolutly nobody to oversee
these students of Pre-Professional Bureaucracy.
What do they care of you or
me? I'm only sorry I didn't write
this letter sooner, so a campaign
could .show our dissent could be
organized. Whereas now, we
don't go to vote for them, they
can say "Student apathy, isn't
that awful? We must work to
correct that ... someday," we
could have all gone to the polls
and written "Dissatisfied with
ASC" across unvoted ballots. But
the election is past now.

I read the platforms in the
Crier. Not one candidatewhohad
run for office even claimed he'd
done something good for us. Not
one cited something he'd accomplished. The reason? Simple:
they don't do anything except
cash their checks every month.
Did you know, fellow students,
that the ASC President, Roger
• Ferguson, collects over $200.00
EVERY MONTH! And, Mr.
Ferguson, may I ask for what?
What have you done that has had
an affect on ME?
Did you know, that everybody
in ASC makes salaries. I wonder
how they can with any conscience, justify that? The only
people who don't make money
are the legislators. Thank God. If
we had that many more leeches,
or student fees would undoubtably rise.
Someone, please come up with
a plan to tell those people in the
Red Tape Factory that we do not
approve of them. Perhaps the
Crier of a few issues ago was
right---we should just abolish the
crooked bandit government that
robs us of not only our student
fees, but our pride.
An Indignant
Mark Alexander ·

StucJent Ieery 0 .!.I
constant campus
•
CQnsf'rudlOn
To the editor:
What a joy it is to walk
amongst the mountains, valleys
and canyons under the azure

skies of winter. 'Tis bliss to catch
the gleam of caterpillars gold
shimmering 'neath the noon sun.
Ah, the silence is so great that
the bulls may be heard dozing all
day long. Changing, yet never
changing is a Central theme of
fall, winter, spring and summer,
shit.
I'd rather ·have quality education than quality landscaping or
landraping (w_hatever your 12reference). As long as I've been
here at Central, not once can I
remember when some part of
campus wasn't being torn up.
Certain sections of campus are
beautiful, but the perpetual ugliness of a few spots spoils what
beauty there is.
The external view of any college is bound to have an influence
on those, especially the 18 to 21
group, who are 'shopping' for a
'learning location,' and I'm sure
many prospective students will
be prospecting where the ground
is good. Well it ain't good here.
Sean McCarthy

Central buys non-union lettuce.
Central's policy is to buy the best quality produce at the lowest
possible price without qualifications. In an investigation of Holmes
dining hall Monday, Feb. 11 no lettuce having the UFW's black
Aztec eagle labe1 was found.
The college does not specify anything in their purchase , other
then price per whatever.
'
It is time to put the rhetoric of the boycott aside and take
affirmative action. Central should specify in their contracts with produce suppliers
that they want United Farm Workers lettuce. Pacific Fruit, one of
the suppliers for the college, said they would try to get union
lettuce if it were specified by the buyer.
When non-union lettuce is served by the college, students should
be informed so they can make an individual boycott decision. A
sign reading: "Non-Union Lettuce'' would do.
If the ASC has any control over the policy of the college it should
exercise its influence and establish a policy that is workable.
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Housing will get
perm iss io"n first

by Scott

le~is

If you're getting the run-around from an agency, or are in need
of an answer to a question, write "Central Investigator," c/o The
9ampus Crier. We'll try to help. Include your name, address and
phone number. Initials will be used.

QUERY: I live at Brooklane Village and .have discovered that
many tenants, including myself, have had intruders from College
Housing without permission.
How does Housing get away with going into our apartments
without our permission? Isn't there a law _against that? What
authority do they have over their tenants? -D. P.

ANSWER: Wendell Hill, director of the college's Auxiliary Services, says that "99 per cent of the time" if someone from Housing
has to enter a rented unit, permission is gained first. Hill says his
men entered your area on Jan. 14 to repair a lock on a back shed.
And, he adds, during Christmas break, several apartments were
entered in .order to repair·frozen pipes, "but these were mostly in
'
~
unoccupied units," Hill adds.
As to the law of the land, when pertaining to entrance of rented
apartments, they can. But Hill says permission is asked first anyway. All the rules are listed in the rental agreement you wer£
given when you moved in.

SLJB's gourmet guppies
QUERY: The poor fish in the SUB pit are starving! Who is
supposed to feed them? They eat all the muck and swim along the
bottom of the tank. -L.W.

ANSWER: We contacted Chuck Howell, -Central's fish-feeder,
who told us that he and Cindy Fitzgerald feed the tropical fish
twice a. day. When soup's oil for the fish, it's a pretty fancy fare.
They're fed frozen San Francisco· brine shrimp (real expensive
stuff, comments fishman Howell), and a chemical food called
tetramin. It's supposed to be high protein get-up-and-go
nourishment.
He wonders why you didn't ask about the plants in the aquarium
that seem to be dying. This, of course, prompted us to ask him just
that. He says that he isn't really sure what it might be, but he's
guessing that there might be too much alkaline in the water, or
that the plants are going through a sort of phase, like Fall, for
instance. There also might not be enough oxygen ... at any rate,
perhaps the college's botanists could lend a sy~pathetic ear.
I

When smo~e gets in your eyes.
QUERY: I'm a non-smoker and am extremely susceptible to
cigarette smoke. It makes tears well up in my eyes and also makes
me pretty miserable. There are signs all over-the classrooms that
say ex_plici~ly, "No Smoking. State Fire Marshall." but the people
puff., sti~l. What giv~s? -L.M.

ANSWER: We went to the State Fire Marshall's office in
Olympia, who sent us back to the local authorities. The "local
authority" is Campus Police Chief Pickles, who did some digging
and found WAC 106.1401{JO, .which prohibits smoking in all rooms
except living facilities and "designated areas." Chief Pickles says
that although that is technically the law, it is only really enforced
in administration buildings, when smokers are given a verbal
warning, which usually does the trick. In classrooms, the prof has
the say. Many times he (or she) may ask the class if anyone minds
if there's smoking:

MIKE AND PAUL, two residents of Kaskidian, in the group home's living room. The·
Kaskidian provides a family-type atmosphere for 20 exceptional children. They range in
age from 6 to 18.

Kaskidian offers alternative
to institutions for retarded ·
A groug _hom~ 1 is a place for exceptional
children to live in a near-family atmosphere and
prepare for eventual life on the "outside."
The Kaskidian is such a place.
Located a few miles from Ellensburg on
Wilson Creek Road, the three-story house is
home for 20 children and eight staff members.
This home, a profit-making business working in
conjunction with the state, offers trainable children who are mentally, as well as often physically
handicapped, a chance to live outside the
traditional institutionalization that is encountered by many exceptional children in th~s state
and othets.
Kaskidian, run by owner Jenne Gabourie,
gives special attention to the children in
virtually every aspect of their everyday life.
Children who are "residents" there are given a
role similar to that given other children in real
homes, including helping with the preparation of
~meals, cleaning and other duties.
Bonnie Peters, Kaskidian's liye-in manager,
explained that although the children cannot run
free off the premises, they are taken into the
city often, to window shop and purchase personal items. Also, the children attend Ellensburg's
Special Education school. Ms. Peters said that
the children are allowed off-premises activity as
soon as they can handle it.
The older children, more ready. to accept their
handicap, are involved in group-type discussions. These cover things such as how to prepare for the people who disdain their sitlla.tion.
Heckling, and how to face it, is a part of the
·group, said Ms. Peters.
Many of the Kaskidian's residents are pre-

paring for the Special Olympics, and also are being transported to the Kittitas area to attend
Elmview, a "sheltered workshop."
The Kaskidian, open now for about three
years, is state licensed and one of only two
group homes in the state. There are a few Central students on the staff. To become a staff
member at Kaskidian, prospective persons are
expected to donate an .initial .20-hour period.
"This tells us whether they'll work out here,"
said manager Peters, "and· it tells them whether
they really w'a nt to work there." Ms. Peters said
that it is part of an overall process that is gone
through to weed out those applicants who are
simply looking for the room and board.
"These kids are both trainable and educable,
although the status of the retarded . child is unstable," Ms. Peters claimed. The word "retarded" is shied away from at Kaskidian, in preferance of "exceptional," a word with connotations
of gifted ability to some outsiders.
"Exceptional," said the Kaskidian's manager,
"is used in an educative sense."
"'fhis is almost a half-way house," she said.
' "The whole subject of group homes is to set up a
healthy atmosphere and integrate the children
into it." Ms. Peters' own young chHd, a girl, lives
in the house with the other residents. Too young
to understand that her housemates have problems, she gets along well with them.
However, if Ms. Peters' child has no reservations about those she lives with, Kaskidian's
rural neigh hors d'o. Ed Downey lives next door
and shares the entrance road · with Kaskidian.
He has filed suit to gain easement over the
driveway, as he doesn't like the kids on it. Kaskidian has granted h_im the right-of-way.
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·GACW seeks·to
educate students
Sue Soloman, president of Gay
Awareness of Central Washington (GACW) said, "We aren't out
to convert, we are out to educate.
We don't want to force our life
styles on anyone. Our primary ·
function is to tell people how our
lives are, and we want to show
that there are alternatives."
The GACW formally got off
the ground last October, according to Ms. Solaman. The organization has had its signs torn
down and has received numerous
obscene telephone calls.
Ms. Soloman said that at the
first organizational meeting a
drunkard decided to break up the
meeting. He entered the room in
his girlfriend's dress, saw a professor he knew and fled.
"Straight people can and
should come to our meetings,"
Ms. "So1oman -said. "A lot of
people know they are gay, but
they don't want to admit it. The
positive attitude the group has
helps people come to grips with
their homosexuality."
The GACW is the first group
of its kind on Central's campus,
and its future is in doubt. The
key organizers are transferring
to another school or graduating,
and it will take a lot of work on
the part of the remaining members to keep the GACW alive~
"It's only two hours to Seattle to
the gay scene," Ms. Soloman
said. "What's the use of having
something here?"

The group ha~ recently experienced internal troubles as · well.
"The guys come to the parties,"
Ms. · Soloma:n said, "but the
women do all the work." Consequently, the women formed the
Lesbian Alliance.
For the next few weeks the 'Spotlight' will
According to Ms. Soloman, the
feature the individilal artists who will be partiterm "gay" connotes male homocipating in the third world Arts Workshop Festisexuals. The Lesbian Alliance
val, scheduled to run May 13 through 18 here on
lets gay women know that they
the Central campus. The artists, with their
are also welcome. "A lot of the ' pictures, will be presented in alphabetical order.
male members aren't too happy
(about this split)," she said.
"There is a lot of sexism in the
organization itself. "
"Our major problem is trying
to reach the ·rest of the gay
people in the community," Ms.
Soloman said. "They know we
exist, but people don't want to be
involved." "If people are really
hung up about being gay we are
on the other end of the Crisis
Line."

My short story, 'FOOD FOR ALL HIS
DEAD,' enjoys the dubious distinction of being
the most anthologised piece of fiction by a
Chinese-American. The first draft of 'THE
CHICKENCOOP CHINAMAN' won the EastWest Players Playwriting Contest in 1971. The
Rockefeller Foundation awarded me a playwright's grant of $8500 in 1974."
I would like to re-emphasize the need for the
third world people on this campus to contribute
items of news and importance to the "Spotlight."
We are nearly unrestricted as to what we can
put in this column. The only editing done deals
with such legal technicalities 1 as slander and
libel.
I can .,turn this column into a minority
catalogue~ but I would much rather make it a
meaningful tool through which the oppressed
people at Central can make themselves heard.
To do this I need your help.
Chippewa Warning
I ...am the new Indian. Born in mid-century,

untouched by relocation allotment and Wounded
Knee.
I know the white man's game as well as he does,
and-it will take more than shallow words and
empty promises to quiet my cry for vengence.

Pool it
RudoHo A. Anaya
RUDOLFO A. ANAYA, 36-year-old graduate
of the University of New Mexico, is presently
Director of Guidance and Counseling at the
University of Albuquerque.
ANAYA, author of Bless Me, Ultima, is the
winner of the 1971 Premio Quinto Sol $1000
Literary Award for best Chicano literature.
He travels extensively to various Universities
in the US and Mexico, dis.cussing his work and
Chicano literature.

BETTER LIFE
NATURAL- FOODS
• Seeds and nuts
•Organically grown grains,
fruits and vegetables
•Natural chees_
es
with no preserva~ives
•Herb teas ·

111 West 6th

by Mike Reicher1 _ ____,_

925-2505

FRANK CHIN, "I was born in Berkely, California in 1940, far from Oakland's Chinatown
where my parents lived and worked. I got an
Iowa Industries Fellowship to the S~ate University of Iowa's Writer's Workshop in 1961.
''After I graduated ~ worked in Seattle doing
TV work for the King Broadcasting Company. I
left Seattle to teach Asian-American Studies at,
San Francisco State College.

Yes ...I am the new Indian. Educated by the hand
that raped my forefathers. I shall use the white
man's game to avenge the. decimation of my
people. It will take more than paper daggers and
poisoned handshakes to sway me from my path.
seh kasageh
Chippewa
WANTED!
for
for EXPO 74.
NATIVE AMERICAN TOUR GUIDES
April to November
Pay scale GS 3/4
Complete form SF 171 available at US Post
Office
,
Further informatien: Rosemary Miller, Yakima
Nation CAP, Toppenish, WA
509-865-2698
.

SUNDAY FILMS

"A VERY OLD QUESTION"
.

.

I

PJ's HAIR
DESIGNERS
-

A satire on any organization which gets so
"hung up" on the "stn.~cture"
that people become secondary.

CENTER FOR
CAMPUS MINISTRY
11th and Alder
925-3196

--

INTRODUCING THE
PERFECT STYLE SUPPORT
FOR WOMEN
Let us design an easy care
style that's rigbt for you and
your life style. ·
With our cut and .
RedKen Products,
you can really be
a liberated woman.

10 AM

Lutheran Folk Worship

11 AM

Catholic Mass

PM

Catholic Mass

7

Just 3 blOeks down1rom
C~urson & M-.u all
.
Corner o! 3rd &

962-2550 '.

s.,._.
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Contemporary Indian Art Exhibit
presents nation's .top native artists Third World Art
The third annual Contemporary Indian Art Exhibit sponsored by Central will open on campus Feb. 20.
The art exhibit -- to include
work by many of the nation's top
Indian artists --- will be on public
display in Ellensburg for eight
days before beginning a tour of
six other Oregon and Washington colleges and universities.
Supported in part by a grant
from the Washington State Arts
Commission, this year's exhibit is
attracting a growing -number of
artists, according to Alex Kuo,

director of the Central Ethnic
Studies Program and exhibit
director·.
Kuo said that the average age
of artists is younger this year
and their work is more contemporary in nature. Approximately
75 artists from throughout the
nation have submitted about 175
works for the show.
The exhibit, in the Central
Fine Arts Gallery, will be open to
the public from 9 a;m. to 9 p.m.
Feb. 20-28. Works to be shown
will include oil and mixed paintings, drawings, watercolors and
prints.

Judges for this year's exhibit,
all accomplished artists, are John
Hoover, Aleut; Neil Parsons,
Blackfeet and Virginia Taylor,
Cherokee.
Following the showing in
Ellensburg, the exhibit will be
moved to the first stop of six
other exhibition points. The
Indian art will be displayed at
the University of Oregon, Oregon State University, Portland
State University, .Western, Seattle Central Community College
and Big Bend Community
College.

ACLU presents 'Soldier Blue'
fictionalized version of massacre
On Feb. 20, the ACLU club of of the white man's persecution~
Central will present the movie, Eventually Gant comes to share
"Soldier Blue," in the small ball- her conviction, and both vainly
room of the SUB. There will be try to warn the Cheyennes of the
two showings: at 7 and at 9:30 impending Sand Creek massacre.
p.m.
"Soldier Blue" is a fictionalized
Starring Candice Bergen, with
music by Buffy Sainte-Marie, the version of the Sand Creek massafilm develops the relationship cre of 1864. In that year, a group
between US Private Gant (Peter of Cheyennes, threatened by the
Strauss) and a yqung woman, invasion of the Great Plains by
Cresta (Ms. Bergen), who had US citizens from the east and
lived with Indians for two years. anxious to avoid conflict with.
Throughout the first part of the both the US army and the Colorfilm, Cresta unsuccessfully at- . ado militia, camped on Sand
tempts to persuade her compan- Creek. There they had been
ion that the Indians are victims promised protection by the head

of the militia and one of his subordinates. Instead, once the
Cheyennes felt secure at their
camp, Colorado militiamen attacked the Indians at sunrise and
killed over 150 people, mostly
women and children.
According to the New York
Times, Candice Bergen "makes
moving... the treatment of the
Indian children" in the midst of
the horrible massacre. The
ACLU club believes this is the
first time the film has been
shown in this area. Admission is
75 cents.

Festival . honors
film maker Howe
Internationally recognized cinema togra ph er James Wong
Howe,_ who was raised in Washington, will be the recipient of
special honors at a Third World
Arts Workshop Festival on the
Central campus May 13-18.
The festival, the first of its
kind in the nation, will include
workshop classes and public performances by some of the country's outstanding minority artists, writers and poets.
Cinematographer Howe, who ·
was raised in the Pasco area
after immigrating to this country
in the early 1900's, has received
two Oscars for film-making.
Credited with stylizing the
western-sweeping-panoramiclandscape scenes of American
movies, Howe has filmed such
movies as "Hud," "On the Water
front," "Air Force," "Hombre,"
"The Rose Tattoo," "Old Man and
the Sea" and "The Heart Is a
Lonely Hunter."
Preceding the presentation of
special awards to Howe will be
an introduction by Hollywood
actress Cicely Tyson and a showing · of a recently completed
NBC-TV documentary film about
the famed cinematographer.
Among dignitaries tentatively .
scheduled to be on hand for the
homecoming for the 73-year-old
Howe is Gov. Dan Evans.

The Third World festival is
supported in part by a grant .
from the National Endowment
for the Arts.
Morning and afternoon workshops -- for which three college
credits may be earned by participants --- will include presentations by the special artists-inresidence. There will be daily
"noon happenings" and evening
performances, symposia and
readings by the artists.
Persons wishing to take part in
the workshops may register, for
$45, with the festival director,
Alex Kuo, Central Ethnic Studies office. All noon and evening
events will be open to the public,
free of charge.
Among the artists-in-residence
for the festival will be: Rudolfo
Anaya, recipient of the Premio
Quinto Sol Literary A ward;
Frank Chin, winner of the Rockefeller Foundation Playwright
Grant for 1974; Victor Hernandez Cruz, poet; Phil George,
writer, dancer and artist; Lawson Inada, poet-author; Richard
Lyons, director of creative writing at the University of Oregon;
Neil Parsons, award-winning artist; Ishmael Reed, nominee for
two National Book Awards;
James Welch, poet; Al Young,
novelist and poet and Kuo,
author and poet.
'
,

GI Bill enrollments increase
November GI Bill enrollments
climbed 14 per cent above those
of a year ago to a record high. of
nearly 1.5 million, the Veteran~
Administration reported.
Administrator of Veteralis Affairs Donald E. Johnson, said the
1.5 million trainees in Novemrrer
1973 compare· with 1.4 million in
April 1973 and 1.3 million in
November 1972.
A total of 2.1 million trained in
the fiscal year 1973, a number
which i~ expected to increase by
about 200,000 in this fiscal year.

"Nearly 4.5 million veterans
and servicemen have trained
under the current GI Bill since it
went into effect in June 1966,"
Johnson said.
Of the nearly 1.5 million GI Bill
trainees in Nov., 879,000 attended college, 457 ,000 trained in
other schools, and 122,000 pursu,ed on-job training.
In addition to those who trained under the GI Bill, 18,000 service-disabled veterans trained in
VA's vocational rehabilitation
program, a 4 per cent decrease

over November 1972.
Nearly 48,000 participants in
the agency's program for wives,
widows and children pushed
enrollments 19 per cent above
November 1972. Eligibility for
them is based on service-connected deaths or permanent, total
disabilities of veterans and servicemen, it _was explained.
Officials urged eligible persons
interested in education or training benefits to contact any VA
office, or representatives of local
veterans service organizations.

Snack bar
offers
alternative
Are you tired of the same old
Commons or SUB food? Now
Barto Hall is giving you a chance
for a change. Starting last week
the hall is opening a snack bar
two nights a week.
The venture is being undertaken by the dorm organization,
and proceeds from sales will be
placed in the Barto treasury. The
Barto Snack Bar will be open
from 8 p.m. on Wednesday and
Sundays.

STEREO SYSTE-MS
WHOLESALE
Shure M91 ED.List $5.4.95:
your cost $21 .99
Call or write: Sound City
Warehouse for free catalog
1_5.4.4 Los Qsos Rd.
San Luis Obispo, Ca_I.
805/5.4.4-1285

Happiness is a·
long distance call
on Valentine's Day
1973 CT
1973 AT
1973 LT
1973 TX

3

cc
3 125 cc
3 100 cc
500 500 cc
175

pri_ce:
Price:
price:
price:

'74
$832

73

'74
$728

'73

'74
$603

'73

'74
$1688

Price _$703
Price s595
Price s501

73 Pd<o

$13951

SEND YOUR VALENTINE
-BY TELEPHONE - DIAL YOUR
OWN WASHINGTON STATE CALLS
FOR 55¢ OR LESS ON SUNDAYS ALMOST CHEAPER THAN SENDING
A CARD.
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Trustees meet on issues;
Gillam seeks damages

Sarah Crews taking
Anci"ent -Greek, Chinese;
admission still denfed

The Office of Information . service rates for students next tion; Peter Vagenas, associate
Eleven-year-old Sarah Crews,
reported that the Board of year which represent an ap- professor of theatre and drama, who has been denied official
Trustees approved Monday re- proximate eight per cent in- and Rindetta Jones, Educational enrollment.at Central has continpresentation by _the attorney crease for some -residence hall Opportunities Program advisor. ued to attend her Chinese class
general for President James tepants.
Those granted a second year of and recently began attending a
Brooks. Dr. Edward Harrington,
Acceptance "with regret" of probationary employment were: class in Ancient Greek History.
Dr. Burton. Williams and Dr. the planned retirement this year
Sarah was denied · enrollment
Galer W. Beed. technology and
Lawrence Danton. All four are of Dr. Wayne Hertz. chairman of
when she refused to submit to
industrial
education;
Cynthia
K.
defendants in a suit brought last the music department and a
testing as part of the enrollment
summer by Cornelius Gillam, 36 - year faculty member. Dr. Bennett. art; Bonalyn B. Bricker. procedure. She has continued _to
music;
Clemens
Brigle,
physical
professor of economics.
Hertz. recognized throughout
attend class with the support of
Gillam is seeking - damages 'the, Northwest for his music education; Charles E. Brunner. her instructor, _Ho-Chin Yang,
adminieconomics
and
business
totalling $800,000 in a longstand- education leadership. will be ·
and her father Tim Crews, who
ing contract dispute with the granted professor emeritus stration; Robert M. Envick. technology
and
industrial
education;
college.
status.
The trustees, meeting in SeatApproval of a change in name Allen K. Gulizian, economics and
tle, approved the decision of a for the home economics de~art · business administration.
college hearing officer which ment to the Department of Home
Gerald P. Gunn, economics and ·
supported the college's require- Economics, Family and Consum- business administration; Gary
ment that all non-married stu- er Studies. The change reflects W. Heesacker. economics and
dents under the age of 21 must an expansion of department business administration; William
live on~campus.
offerfogs.
G. Hill~r. physical education;
The regulation was challenged
Approval of title changes for Juana R. Horn. family and
by Judy Talman. who filed suit in two faculty members to corre- consumer studies, home economSuperior Court last year against spond with added duties assum._ ics; Mary Ellen Hormstra, family .
Central. A judge ruled Ms. ed by the pair: Earl Glauert will · and consumer studies, home
Talman had not exhausted all ad- become professor of history and economics; Joan Howe. family archivist to strengthen the li- and consumer studies, home
ministrative possibilities.
Formalization of an agreement " brary's archive work and Calvin economics; Calvin D. Johnson,
between Central and Kittitas Willberg will be associate pro- mass media program.
County was completed to enable fessor of geography and planning
Robert F. La pen, biological
the college to develop curriculum assistant in institutional studies. sciences; Richard S. Mack, ecoNaming of Dr. David Lundy as
for the degree program.
nomics and business administraThe year-long project will be acting director of the college's tion; Carol C. McRandle, comdesigned to organize course work student health service to replace munication; Leslie C. Mueller,
to train students for employment D;. Karl Wickerath. who died economics and business adminisin such specializations as _ law Dec. 30. Trustees and college tration; Patricia Ross, family and
enforcement parole .and proba- officers paid tribute to .Dr.
consumer studies. home economtion, corrections, court adminis- Wickerath for his service to the . ics; Roland L. Roy, technology
Sarah Crews
tration and para-legal work.
college and Kittitas County.
and industrial education; MarCollege trustees' action in the
Acceptance of the resignation celle 0. Straatman.· family and
special meeting also included:
of Jann Carpenter, associate pro- consumer studies. home econom- ·
Approval of housing and food fessor of business administra- ics.

.TtlE.
FlllFSI

VALElll'INE
CARDS ,. ·. . . - . .

l

~w~A
The Fresh Idea Company ...

JERR·OL'S
Open 8-10

Mon.- ~Fri. ~

9-1 o·Sat.-Sun.

-1OO's OF HEART BOX VALENTl_NES

20% OFF

believe in her refusal to submit '
to general testing.
· Sarah has said that she_would
. take a test that was specifically
designed to check or evaluate her
potential in foreign language.
The school has not changed its
position in regard to Sarah's
enrollment according to Corky
Bridges, director of Admission.
"It would be difficult to find a
test that dealt specifically with
Chinese," said Gregory Trujillo,
director of Testing and Evaluative Services, "but in addition to
a general scholastic aptitude test
and a general academic achievment test they will attempt to
find a test that deals with a
general ap~.itude to learn foreign
languages.
If an(fwhen Sarah chooses to
take the tests the results will be·
turned over to the Admissions,
Matriculation, and Graduation
Committee, for evaluation and
recommendation to admissions.
"Although I cannot speak for
the committee, I · don't believe
that test scores should be
considered in jsolation."
Tests or no tests, Sarah will
not be attending Central this
Summer Quarter. She has made
arrangments · to go to Taiwan
where she will continue t() sfody
Chinese and be instructed in
Latin by a Chinese Catholic
priest.

Arts in focus----------------------.....

Mt. Stuart offers unique experience
for students and student teachers
in secondary level special ed
by David Wasser
Some of the students enrolled
in Special Education 402 are student teaching at Mt. Stuart Elementary School. The students
are involved with secondary
level exceptional children. Each
student designs their own program and goal for the one or two
children they will work with.
According to Sherri Chrysler,
practicum supervisor, the students teach the children common, everyday practices such as
using a telephone, meal planning,
wise buying pradices and handling money. Leisure time activi-·
ties such as board games, macrame and sewing are also
stressed.
Ms. Chrysler claims that Kittitas county is quite' fortunate to
.have suc.h extensive programs in

special education. She said the
402 students benefit from the
field experience, and the children
at Mt. Stuart benefit greatly
from a one-to-one learning experience.
Many of the children participating. in the Mt. Stuart special
education program are from
Kaskidian. Kaskidian is a group
home with about 20 children
from all over the state. The home
is staf.fed by special education
majors and is licensed by the
state. The group home idea is a
relatively new one, Kaskidian
bf~ing one of the first in Washington.
The residents at Kaskidian
were formerly institutionalized
or wards of the state (the
children's parents were a detrimental influence). The concept of

A~t Gallaty

feat_u res

d'Elaine Johnson
...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by Jac_k Southern

the group home is to get
At the Community Art Gallery in downtown Ellensburg a new
exceptional children out of the
show opened that will run for the remainder of the mon,t h of
institution and into the communFebruary. Featured are the paintings of d'Elaine Johrison, a
ity. "It's just a home," says Ms.
Seattle area artist. These highly-controlled paintings share a
Chrysler.
common theme--that of the primitive human spirit of maritime
One of the Kaskidian children
exploration, employing symbolisms of the Norse, the Tyrians, the
at Mt. Stuart is Karen, a 13-yearDyaks of Borneo and Indians of the Pacific Northwest. The same
old from Longview. Karen is
feeling pervades all of these symbolistic works, namely the spirit
learning money skills (values of
of the unknown, of mystery and the · lack of understanding that
coins and adding money) from
these early sailors had despite their desire for expansion and
Kathy Newport, a Central stu- . discovery. ,
dent.
Ms. Johnson uses striking earthy colors appropriately to
·
"Hopefully," says Ms. Newcapture the feeling of mysterious powers existing everywhere as
port, "we'll soon be able to make
one approached the edge of the known world and symbols that
change." Ms. Newport cites
could keep them at bay. As she says, "It was e~otions that
Karen's final goal as to go
governed seamen, not reason."
grocery shopping at the end of
Other items of interest in the show include jewelry by Ms.
the quarter without making any
Regina Semko, pottery by Central graduate students and a variety
mistakes.
of other ceramic pieces.
.
.
.
Special education majors also
At the Fine Arts Gallery a Master of Art's thesis showing by
volunteer their time for recreaCentral graduate Tim Johson which consists primarily of drawings
tional activities at Kaskidian. Ms.
will end _Feb. 15.
Newport is a Bluebird leader for
Johnson currently holds an assistantship at the University of
, the girls at the group home.
Montana and has had his works displayed at the National Drawing
Show juried by Larry Rivers. His drawings might be characterized
as more intellectual than expressive, featuring consistent
illusionistic plays, sensitivity and control of his pencil-especially in
shading. Reflected is some slight influence from what might be
loosely .t ermed the "Northwest Funk School." One of his best is
called "War Boogie."
The Lion in.Love
here."
It happened in the days of old that a lion fell in love with a
La Plante said he would like to
woodman's daughter and asked for her hand in marriage. The
strive for community ·relations
woodman was not much pleased with the offer and declined the
and set up a job fair through local honor of so dangerous an alliance. But upon the lion threatening
employers. "Financial Aids does
him with his royal displeasures the poor man decided to change his
a good job of acquiring employmind.
ment for vets, but not enough
"I feel greatly flattered," said ·he, "with your proposal; but,
community employers are sendnoble sir, what great teeth you have got! Where is the damsei who
ing in job" openings."
would not be frightened at such weapons as these? You must have
"I want to stress one thing," your teeth plucked out and your claws cut off before you can be a
· said La Plante. "This is not going
suitable bridegroom for my daughter."
to be a reminiscent get-together.
· The lion straightway submitted, for he was too much in love to
It will be a functional club that
hesitate. Now the woodman was no longer afraip of the tamed and
will serve needs of veteran
disarmed bully, and he seized a stout cudgel and drove the
students."
unreasonable suitor from his door. (Aesop's Fables)

New Vets• club sets high goals
to help Centra/'s 800 ex-Servicemen
by Byron Vandegrift .
Veterans may have greater
opportunities than previously experienced at C~entral. Opportunities will range from personal
tutoring and social gatherings to
child care and campus orientation.
Fritz Ruben and Joe 0. La
Plante, through candid conv:ersation, expressed their desire to
get veterans organized and give
them "what they have coming to
them."
During a meeting that will be
held today from 2 until 3:30 p.m.
in the SUB, Ruben and La Plante
will give this new veterans club a
name and. elect officers. They expressed hope that all vets attending Central will become involved.
If their plan takes effect, they
would like to "be a mediator
between the administration and
students" that are veterans.

They would like to see "a social
life" between veterans' families
in which they would get together, and possibly have · a day
care center for their children
during these periods.
La Plante said "there are 800
veterans on this campus, men
and women, and they have no
facilities or benefits provided for
them outside of the Veterans
Affairs Office in the SUB. At
Eastern veterans are even allowed $20 credit at the bookstore."
They expressed their primary
goals as "a tutoring service,
social activities and manning a
permanent office."
They want to establish a network among vets' organization~
to compare what one school gives
in comparison to others. "We '
want to make contacts with other
vets to determine . what they
have. We don't have anythiilg

1
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The Coffee's
On Us!
Get acquainted with our "Fresh
Baked" donuts and rolls - and
our very special Kona Coffee the best!

MANLY
SUPER SOLES

FREE!
Our regular size cup of
famous Kona Coffee with
your purchase of AN'V
donut or roll. Please bring
this coupon.

Winchell&
Donut House

100
\

W. 8th

Maple Smithy Leather I piled on high marshmallow white soles I the s.o ft supermoc I also
Blue Denim" Leather I SKYPUfF $21. 00
11

MUNDY'S

FAMILY SHOE STORE

OPEN LATE FRIDAY EVENINGS
DOWNTOWN, 4th & PEARL
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•

A winter musical

.

.

'A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the Forum'
•
•

•

•

.

•
•

•

AT THE YAKIMA MALL

•

MONDAY, FEB.18

•

.

.

I.T'S GEORGE'S BIRTHDAY.

•

. ..

... according to the Federal government. Get a jump
on those spring buys during the
_
Washington's Birthday Sale in the Yakima Mall.

•
•

With good values t~roughout three major department
stores a_n d more than 30 specialty shops,
you're bound to find some goodies.

0

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON -TO
A GOOD THING
Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing . You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
'(ou'll save mon.ey. too. over the increased standby air
fares . Share the ride with us on weekends . Holidays .
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

"Poof it"

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

While you're there have a free pi_
e ce of
George's eight-foot birthday c~ke.
It's free and it'll make you strong all over.

•

..

•••••
••••••
• • THE
YAKIMA MALL
THE MALL -/N THE HEART OF YAKIMA

SCENES, CAST -- From left: Domina [Cindy Leadenhau] brags
about her bust to her husband Senex [Gary Myers]. The group
sings from the song "Everybody Ought to Have a Maid" (Gary
Myers Ted King Gary Jackson, Dave Beckwith]. "Your Lovely" is
the ta~ for Ted King and Gary Jackson. "I get the Twins, they get
the best" is the last. [Courtesans: Gail Wise, Stephanie Noble.
Captain Miles Gloriosus: Gordon Gr ay].

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
LEAVE .
WAY
TRIP

SEATTLE

4.65

8.85

YAKIMA

1.80

-3.45

SPOKANE

3.60

7.15

YOU
ARRIVE

5:20 p.m.
2:35 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
7:00 p.m~
2:20 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
4:50 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
2:50 p.m._ 7:oo p.m.

Ask your agent about additional departures and ~eturn trips.

Buzz cmd Audrey Wyant
801 Okanogan
925-' J 177
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STUDY IN
GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

Youth Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
Eurail Passes
Britra i I Passes
ALL Al RLI NES

REPRESENTED
434 North Sprague 925-3167

Fully accredited Um•·ersity of
Arizona GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL offers July 1-August 10,
1974 courses in ESL, bilingual education, Spanish, anthropology, art, folk
dance and folk music, geography,
government and history. Tuition
$170: room and bo:ud in Mexican
home $215. For brochure write:
international Programs, 413 New
Psychology, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona 85721.

·. rtt£s
FOOSBALL '
PiZZAGMIA~ • .,

£•Greyhound 'The 5th Quarte~
~ _A change fqr the better .

/~
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Feminist Alliance _ _ _........__ __

New group starts
discussion sessions
to help women cope
by Sue Soloman
"Until women see in each other the possibility of primal
commitment which includes sexual love; they will be denying
themselves the love and value they readily accord to men, thus
affirming their second class status."
Jill Johnston
Are all women lesbians? No, of course not. Every woman has
something to learn about herself and other women when·she faces
a lesbian part of herself or comes to understand a gay woman. Jill
Johnston is saying that being able to love another woman, or see
the possibility of it, opens you up to. the l?ve for yourself as a
woman.
When a lesbian first comes out-tha.t is, becomes aware that she
is sexually attracted to women, she is at first afraid of her
weirdness, of the social isolation that she feels wili be inevitable.
There is something beautifully open and thrilling about it-a whole
new half of humanity becomes three dimensional, alive to her in a
new way. She seeks out a social environment that will minimize
the hostility and strangeness and let . her .delight in a newfound
respect for herself and other women.
Creating that new, free, expressive envrionment is what
Lesbian Awareness is about. We are a group of gay women- who
want to make life easier and happier for gay women and learn from
other women's _experiences. That means reassuring and
encouraging women who want to explore lesbianism; it also means
_ talking about our lives with everyone-education to break do~n
myths, false images, stereotypes and a chance for us to learn from
each other. We have started a discussion group to strive for this.
We discuss various topics-gayness, sex roles, fantasies,
lifestyles, · rape, marriage, dependence and childbirth (for
example). We are anxious to have as many different types of
I-w omen as possible join us. We will have discussion leaders speak
about feminist history, women in sports and. others. We meet on
Wednesday nights. Call 925-2809 for more information.
Come, be a part of opening up our world and your own.
The Feminist Alliance gathered together their forces again
last Monday in the SUB in an
attempt to regroup and organize.
Made up of both students and
community women (18 years of
age and up), they meet every
other Monday.
Contim~ing, the'y went on with
the organizing of their reading

group and making selections for
discussion. As their books for the
group hadn't arrived yet, it was
suggested by one of the women
to review articles in MS.
The Feminist Alliance has a ·
useful goal in- mind, to help
women to work against oppression and discrimination in society
and gain control of their lives.
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·More fun
on less gas.

· THESE TWO FEMINIST women were part of a
Feminist Alliance meeting held Monday in the
·Sub. The unidentified women, like others at the
meeting, are seeking true equality with men.
Throughout the meeting, many women present

expressed bitterness toward the male populous.
The Central group is endeavoring to hold group
readings and rap sessfons.
[photo hy mary jacobsen]

Out of tav and onto campus
foosball income for dorm
Byron Vandegrift
People that spend as much
time in a tavern as they do at the
books know what a foosball table
is and how difficult it is to get a
turn at it. Now you don't have to
venture off-campus to find one.
Mike Taylor, head resident of
North Hall, has taken the initiative to install one in that dorm.
He looked into it and found that
he didn't need a vender's license.
Personal property is okay to
have there, even if it is making
money for you.

Money is the reason Taylor area yielded nothing that he felt
bought the, table. He said, "It's would be in good enough working
another source of income." He order to take a chance on. He had
has a deal with the residents of . to go to Seattle for the table.
Taylor plans to have a tournathe hall. A percentage of the
income goes to a fund for the hall, ment and at the end of February
and he gets the . rest. Taylor to have a party. He also wants to
declined to reveal who gets how get a league started. He wants to
have a "city-wide tournament in
much.
Taylor did say that the table the spring."
Taylor said, "anybody's welhas brought in "close to $300."
come to play. We usually lock up
He has just paid it off.
He brought it on campus last about 1 or 2 a.m."
How about air hockey next
September after exerting some
effort to find one. The Ellensburg Mike?

THE

BAND BOX
.BEAUTY SALON
203 E. 5th • 925-2172

·AND THE

Ride a Honda.

Ride a Honda to work during th~ week. Beat the traffic
and the high cost of gas. Then ride it on the weekend to
open air and open country. Only your Honda dealer offers
you the greatest selection of models in the industry to
choose from. There's sure to be one just right for you.
Come by soon.

JOHNSON'S HONDA
410 N. Main 925-3146]

TREAT YOUR VALENTINE
. (HE OR SHE)
WITH A GIFT CERTIFICA rE.
ANYONE IN LOVE
SHOULD BE BEAUTIFUL.

CAMPUS
BEAUTY
PARLOR
708 E. 8th

925-9595

........................................................~.~-~-~-~~ -··· ~·~·~-~-~--~-~-~.~.~.~.~.~.~-~---~----~-.--------------------------------------~----------....
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CENTRAL RECREATION
A place to live and time to grow.
from Mike McLeod
recreation coordinator
Co-Rec report
Co-Rec will be closed Feb. 15 due to home basketball game CWSC vs Ore. Tech., 7:30 p.m. and additionally on Feb. 21 & 22
for an Invitational High School Girls Basketball Tournament
sponsored by the Department of .Physical Education.
Ski Trips
Centralia Ski Club presents: the 1st Annual Ski Boogie, Feb. 23
and 24 at White Pass. This $20 package· includes lift tickets for
Sat., Sat. night and Sunday, lodging' and dinner Sat. night and
a dance. Skiing activities include a jumping contest, obstacle
·
course and a giant slalom race.
Mi.ssion Ridge: $3 transportation. Feb. 16. Leave SUB parking
lot at 7:30 a.m.-and return at 7 p.m. Tickets available in Tent
'n Tube 9-11 a.m.and 12-1 p.m. daily.
Night Skiing, Ski Acres: Feb. 14. $2 transportati?n and leave
SUB parking lot at 4:30 p.m. return at 11 p.m. Tickets for all
ski trips available in the Tent 'n Tube 9-11 a.m., 12-1.
Athletic Events
St. Martins vs CWSC Feb. 20, transportation $3.50. Admission
to game is $1.
L.A. vs Sonics Feb. 23, $4 for tickets and transportation or
$1.25 for tickets. Van leaves SUB parking lot at 5:30 p.m.
Purchase an ·tickets in SUB 102 11-noon and 2-3 p.m. daily.
Tournaments

Premarital sex termed personal
at Wednesday Open Forum
by Byron Vandegrift
Stinson's opening statement person making the decision
Last week's Open Forum De- was, "It is an intensely personal whether to participate or abbate,' held regularly on Wednes- matter," while Lewis termed stain. He stressed the need for
day nights at' 7 p.m. in the SUB _ pre-marital sex as "responsible fove between two people practicing pre-marital sex~ otherwise "it
Pit, dealt with the topic of pre- human behavior."
·
marital sex.
Lewis said that men in Ameri- is destructive and unfair" to both
The debates are sponsored by ca are "trained to be emotionally people.
the Center for Campus Ministry. sterile." He referred to the lack
"Maybe sex is the end, not the
Father Peter ·Hag~l served as of emotion displayed by Ameri- begim;1ing" to a love relationship. ,
mediator for the debate while can men in comparison to men of He said that the Scriptures must
Dean Stinson, of the psychology ·European countries.
department, and Russ Lewis, a
Father Hagel said that Jesus be interpreted to apply to today's
-family counselor in the ~Hens- may have made his negative de- life and not the way people lived
burg area, were the debators. cision on pre-marital sex because in the past. Hagel concluded,
Although Hagel was only to then, "they didn't have the pill." "Sex isn't; going to go away. It's
moderate, he received most of He said, "I don't know what the · going to be heightened more and
- the questions from the audience. answer is," when talking about a more by our culture."

Portland museum seeks unusual utensils
Objects for heating, chilling, beater that plays "Didn't We cocaine?
If you have a food object of
cutting, grinding, mixing, separ- Have Fun at the .Barn Stomp
ating, retrieving, turning, m~a Honey" whenever the baro- interest, please write to:
suring, forming and brewing are metric pressure falls below 27 .6?
The Portland Art Museum
now being accepted for display ·How about an elephant spoon,
SW Park & Madison
the kind Dumbo used to snort
'by the Portland Art Museum.
Portland, Oregon 972Q5
Do you have an interesting
Thursday, F~bruary 14, l974 --page 13
fork? How about a collapsible egg

SUNDAY SPAGHETII FEED

Ping Pong: mixed ' doubles and singles competition for varied
skill levels. Register in SUB 102.

AT

Badminton: mixed doubles - registration Feb. 1-14 during
Co-Rec hours. Tournament runs Feb. 13, 14, 20, 21 - 1st prize:
tickets and transportation to L.A. vs Sonics on Feb .. 23. You
may also register for the badminton tournament on Feb. 15 in
SUB 102.

THE

Volleyball Tournament - teams must consist of th:r~ee guys and
three girls. Registration and tournament schedule are same as
badminton tournament. ,1st prize: two hours of free pool i_n
SUB Games Room.
Special events
Second annual Super Noodle Spaghetti Feed. Feb. 14th at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Village Multi-Purpo~e Room. Cost is $1.25
per mouth. Sponsored by CWSC Recreation Club.

4-BPM

TAV '

"ALL YOU CAN EAT "

SPAGHETTI-SALAD-FRENCH BREAD

a
c

· Entertainment
Derick in the Pit. Feb. 14 at noon and 7 p,m.
Expo Info
All you want to know about events, dates and tickets -- contact
Barb in SUB 102, 11-1 p.m. daily.
Coming Attractions:
Gordon Lightfoot --- May 17
Bob Hope ---- May 26.
·
Joffrey City Center Ballet --- June 9.
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VITAMIN

c

j' Exceilent

source of Vitamin C.
Full 500 mg. d9sage, laboratory .
fr sh acked. 100 tablets.

.

WELCOME STUDENTS

For Tropfcal Fish and
Aquarium Supplies
. Come To

COLLEC TORS!
1

WANTED TO BUY: stamp collections, dealer stocks. Visiting
area early March. Contact - Beck
Stamp Auctions, Box 638, Mesa,
Ariz. 85201. Phone 602-969-5835.

OVERTON'S
TROPICAL FISH

925-9166
Louted 2 Miles North Of
Old Vantage ' H'wa1 On Wilson Creek Road

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

•

LISTERINE
-MOUTHWASH -~
$2.00 Value
32-oz. family size. Kills . germs.
that cause bad breath ... protects
you during the cold season, too!_

PHILCO\®AM/FM
PORTABLE RADIO
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INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

7QCf.

Pocket size. Complete with bat. tery, earphone·•and wrist strap.
Slide rule tuning dial. Telescopic
FM antenna. Choice of Poppy
i Red, Green, Yellow, Black.

ONLY

~\fl/
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BSC series high Iights 'Autobiography'.
This is a second in a series of natural causes. Northern white
articles about El Haff - Malik police were later to shoot my
(Malcolm X). According to the Uncle .Oscar. And my father was
Black Students of Central (BSC), finally himself to die by the white
these articles are dedicated to · man's hand. It has always been
Betty Shabazz, Malcolm X's
my belief that ' too will die by
widow and her children and all violence. I have done all that I
the people who have died and can to be prepared.
"I was the next in line. My
will continue to die in the
struggle for human rights and ·mother was twenty-eight when I
dignity.
wa born on May 19, 1925, in an
"We hope you find these . Wmaha hospital. Then we moved
articles educational and benefi- to Milawaukee, where Reginald
cial in understanding the man, was born. From infancy he had
his times and his ideas," said some kind of hernia condition
George Hester, member of the which was to handicap him
BSC.
physically for the rest of his life.
From The Autobiography
"My father bought a house
of Malcolm X
soon, as had been his pattern, he
"My father- was a big, six ,was doing free-lance Christian
foot-four, very black man. He had preaching to local Negro Baptist
only one eye. How he had lost the churches, and during the week
other one, I have never known. he was roaming about spreading
"He was from Reynolds, Geor- the work of Marcus Garvey. _
gia, where he had left school
He had begun to lay away
after the third or fourth grade. savings for the store he had
He believed, as did Marcus always wanted to own when, as
Garvey, that freedom, indepen- always~ some stupid local Uncle
dence and self-respect could Tom Negroes began to funnel
never be achieved by the Negro stories about his revolutionary
in America, and that therefore beliefs to the local white people.
the Negro should leave America This time, the get-out-of-town
to the white man and return to threats came from a local hate
his African land of origin. Among society called Black Legion. They
the reasons my father had wore black robes instead of
decided to risk and dedicate his white. Soon, nearly everywhere
life to help disseminate this my father went, Black Legionphilosophy among his people was naires were revealing him as an
that he had seen four of his six 'uppity Nigger' for wanting to
brot.hers die by violence, three of own a store, for living outside the
them killed by white men, Lansing .Negro district, for
including one by lynching. What spreading_unrest and dissention
my father could not know then among "the good Niggers."
was that of the remaining three,
:'As in Omaha, my mother was
including himself, only one, my pregnant again, this time with
Uncle Jim, would die in bed, of my youngest sister. Shortly after

Yvonne was born, came the
nightmare night in 1929, my
earliest vivid memory. I remember being suddenly snatched
awake into a frightening confusion of pistol shots and shouting
and smoke and flames. My father
had shouted and shot at the
white men ·who had set the fire
and were running away. Our
home was burning down around
us.
"I knew th_!lt the collections my
father got for his preaching were
mainly what fed and clothed us,
and he also did other odd jobs,
but still the image of him that
made me proudest was his
crusading and militantly campaigning with the word of
Marcus Garvey.
"Later, the police reported
finding my father laying
stretched out across the street
car tracks, with his skuil
crushed, and his body cut almost
in half.
.
~
"He lived two and a half hours
in that condition. Negroes then
were stronger than they are
now, especially Georgia Negroes.
Negroes born in Georgia had to
be strong simply to survive.
"When the state welfare people bagan coming to our house,
we would come from school

sometimes and find them talking signed. They took her to the
with our mother, asking a State Mental Hospital at Kalamathousand questions. They acted zoo.
and looked at her, and at us, and
"My mother remained in the
around in our house, in a way
same hospital at Kalamazoo for
that had about it the feeling - at
about twenty-six years. Later,
least for me - that we were not
when I was still growing up in
people. In their eye sight we
Michigan, I would go to visit her
were just things, that was all.
every so often. Nothing that I
- "We began to go swiftly
can imagine could have moved
downhill. The physical downhill
me as deeply as seeing her pitiful
1
wasn't as quick as the psycholo- state.
gical. My mother was, above
everything else, a proud woman, ·
"Then later Ella got me a job
and it took its toll on her that.she with the railroad, traveling from
was accepting charity.
Boston to New York city, where I
"Pride was just all we had to e':ent°:ally stayed. My contac~s
preserve, for by 1934, we really -· with different types of peo~le ~n
began to suffer. This was about Boston a~d New York, ~ealing m
the worst depression year, and drugs, liquor, gambling, etc.
no one we knew had enough to- eventually wore off on me.
eat or live on. Some old family
"Ultimately I began to push
friends visited us now and then. drugs an!f gamble very heavily.
At first they brought food. Because of my desperate need
Though it was charity, my for money, I began to pull
mother took it.
robberies. One day I had a very
"Soon the state people were expensive watch that I had
making plans to take over all of. 'stolen earlier, noticing the crysmy mothers children. She talked · tal being brok~n. I decided to _
to herself nearly all of the time take it to a jeweler. All jewelers
now, and there was a crowd of In Boston had been alerted to be
new white people entering the on the look ·out for this watch.
picture, always asking questions. Not knowing this, I went back to
"Eventually my mother suf- pick up the watch, and subsefered a complete breakdown, and quently I was caught, and sent to
the court orders were fina!ly prison ....... "
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*REPAtRS-YOU MAY WATCH
*SALES- NO Hl .. PR'ESSURf PIT<.H
*PARTS -FOR ALL BIKES
*REPUTATION-ASK, ANYONE
5
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MONDAY NITE
SUPER EUN NITE.
OLDIES BUT GOODIES
TWO HAPPY HOURS
5-7 9- 1l MONDAY ONLY

CJ,

-

0

DINING,
DANCING
NIGHTLY

HOLIDAY INN.

PRESIDENT'S SALE! ! !
GOING ON RIGHT NOW.
THERE ARE SAVINGS
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

UP TO 50%
AND MORE

1700 Ca1yon Rd 925-9001

COME IN AND SEE·!

Legislators attempt to .·
reschedule return date
for winter quarter

The daily hardships of living on a barren and
inhospitable island in the Irish sea is the subject
of this week's Film Society movie to be shown on
Tuesday, Feb. 19.
"Man of Aran" was the first sound movie
made by American documentarist, Robert
Flahery. Flahery, who died in 1951, has been
considered the first motion picture documentary
film maker since his film "Nanook of the North"
was made in 1920.
_
Flahery spent two years on the islands of
Kelmurvey and Aran researching the way of life
of these people and deciding how their lives
would be presented on film.
The film· centers on a man, his wife and their
young son. However, it also examines the inhabitants and the island itself in the · struggle

against the omnipresent sea. Whie some scenes
were _staged or recreated, this in no way
diminishes the total impact of the film.
The 76-minute movie- will be shown in Fine
Arts 118 at 7:30 p.m. Admission for this
presentation of the Film Society's will be free.
Central Washington State College Film Society
has confirmed film schedules for the remainder
of winter quarter series.
•
Most of the films are from the private collection of the UW. Bookings were made possible by
Richard Johnson, English faculty member and
. Central's film society director.
Showings will be weekly on Tuesdays and will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in Fine Arts 118. All films are
complimentary and open to the public.

Rule stands despite
Talman plea·, trus.tees
feel dorm fife beneficial
Central's mandatory housing who served as hearing officer at
policy has been upheld as valid the hearing.
by the Board of Trustees.
Ms. Talman said Monday that
According to the Board, dorm she will still attempt to have the
living is educational and helps to policy changed but said, "I'll have
pay off bonds, in addition to to consult with my attorney
before I can definitely say what
being constitutional.
The Boards ruling, .announced my next step will be."
The next step could be a suit
at ifs meeting of Saturday Feb. 9,
came in response to the petition against the school before the
·of Judy Talman, a twenty-year- Superior Court of Kittitas
old sophomore who had chal- County.
Ms. Talman is from Orcas
lenged the policy.
'Tm not haPRY with their Island, "by way of Manhatten; I ·
· decision, but I expected it," Ms. lived there for fifteen years." She
Talman said. Ms. Talman is lived in Muzzall for less than one
represented by the ACLU in her quarter.
challenge to the policy.
"As strange as it sou:nds, I
The Superior Court of Kittitas arrived at Central with. no
County remanded the matter to knowledge of the housing polithe Board of Trustees with an icy."
order for a public hearing. The
After a short stay in Muzzall
hearing took place Nov. 30 in she ran afoul of the policy by
Hebeler Auditorium with testi- moving off-campus without permony given by various . experts mission.
for both sides.
"I was about fifteen pounds
The board's ruling in favor of underweight and ready to freak
t;he policy , is based on that out. There are some people who
hearing and on the legal advice-of can adjust to dorm life and some
John Lackland, special assistant people who can't. I'm one of those
attorney general for the board, who can't. There was no privacy . .

There were more restrictions
placed on me there than what my
parents placed on me when I was
fourteen y~ars old. I don't
believe the state has the right to
tell you where to live."
"It will be her decision,"
according to Wendell Hill. Hill is
the director of Auxillary Services, and now that the Board
has made its decision, has the
task of enforcing it.
Hill and Ms. Talman are not
strangers, having met early in
the conflict.
Ms. Talman, whose college
career has suffered interuptions
during her fight against the
Jlousing policy, says.. that it will
be a difficult decision for her to
make if faced by an ultimatum
from Hill. She is presently
enrolled and living off campus.
"I'm involved with a lot of
people and activities here," she
said, "students rights, the
ACLU, the Honors Program. It
would be hard to leave, but I'm
not willing to move back into a
dorm just to go to school here,"
she said.

A special meeting of the ASL
was held Thursday, Feb. 7 at 6
p.m. to discuss modification of
the proposed 1974-75 academic
calendar.
.Legislators are attempting to
reschedule the first day of
classes for winter quarter '75
from Thursday Jan. 2 to Monday
Jan. 6.
,
The meeting was called so that
the legislators could discuss
changes of the proposed calendar. Donald Schliesman, dean of
Undergraduate Studies, , will
.carry their suggestions to a
meeting of the Vice-President''S
Advisory Council on Monday
Feb. 11 at 1 a.m. where the
calendar will be finally appr~ved.

Discussion ·centered around
the problem of two instructional .
days which would be lost if the
legislators' proposal. is approved.
· Steve Haas, student legislator,
movec.l that classes start on Jan.
6 next winter quarter; and that
the two instructional days lost by
the later start be subtracted
from the scheduled one week
spring vacation. · Th,e motion was
unanimously approved by the
legislators.
The change in date was
suggested because the student
legislators felt there was a
con~ensus among that Jan. 2 was
an inconvenient date to resume
classes.

Club hopes bite._dust,
ASL -draws support
Then, ·on Monday Feb. 4, the
The ASL voted six to four
against a propo~al which would legislators were confronted with
have resulted in an allocation of a .new aspect of funding the club
$200 for Central's Rodeo Club which had been previously denied support by the athletic
Monday night.
_
The vote brought to an end a department. It was brought ·to
debate on the issue which has · the attention of the legislatQrs
been discussed at every meeting tl)at if funding were approved for
of the student legislature for a the. Rodeo Club that a precemonth.
dence may be set which would
The Rodeo Club first appealed draw every needy group on
to the ASL for funds on Monday campus to the ASL in search of ,
Jan. 21 and after discussion John financial backing.
Presson's motion to allocate the
A motion was then made and
$200 to the club was approved by systematically approved to "una near linanimous vote of the recognize" the club aqd in doing
legislators present.
so the legislators withdrew their
The Rodeo .Club needs the promised support of the club.
funds to pay national dues to the
On Feb. 11 a motion was made
National Intercollegiate Rodeo to reconsider the issue. The
Association and to purchase Rodeo Club's hopes for funding
vests with Central's name on bit the dust when a vote of legisthem which are a requirement lators denied support for a Rodeo
for participation in collegiate Team to represent the college
rodeo competion.
located in_ Rodeo City:
The following week during . .- - - - - - - - - - - their regular meeting the ASL
MEN!-WOMEN!
was informed · that in order to JOBS ON SHIPS! No exallocate funds for the club they perience required. Excellent
were required to recognize the pay. Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer job or career.
club as a function of the ASC Send
$3.00 for information.
under the ASL. A motion to take SEAFAX, . Dept. HH-4 P.O.
such action was made and Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362
quickly approved.

CWSC 'FACULTY AND STAFF
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WITH NATIONAL SALES
LEADER IN SALES, SALES MANAGEMENT,
OR PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.
_*
*

80% of management team former
teacher~ and administrators
Excel lent first year income

*
*

Thorough training
Bonus incentive plan

* .Excellent group benefits and retirement plan
* . Equal opportuni~y employer
.

IF INT~RESTED, SEND RESUME TO DARRYL BARRET
1107 NE 45th No. 215 SEATTLE, WA. 98l05
ALL RESPONSES CONFIDENTIAL

Write a check for it.
Everybody has a style all his own. Th~t's
why NBofC has several different checking
accounts and ways to pay for them. You
even have your choice of checks and checkbook covers. Open one. And pay for things,
your style.

National &nkof Commerce
Member F.D.l.C.
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WHAT WENT WRONG?
Bob Pierce had a tough
_time of it with Brad Jacot of the Huskies during their 126-pound
match. Jacot, also a PAC-8 place winner went on to shut out Pierce
8-0. The referee is Gene Ramos. [photo by gonzales]

HUskieS slam 'Cats 26-12;
Shaw, Older lone winners
A HEL~ING HAND off the mat was what John Burkholder
[above] gave the Huskies' Tom Brown in the 150-pound match last
Friday. Brown, a PAC-8 place winner, narrowly defeated
Burkholder 9-7 in a tough match. [photo by gonzales]

Special Olympics:
a chance to excel
given handicapped

by Clint Anderson
f)ion over Gene Viernies 16-5.
The University of Washington ·
At 142~pounds, the Wildcat's
grapplers won eight of twelve Kit Shaw pinned a Husky junior
matches to overwhelm Central out of Kennewick and Columbia
in their dual meet action last Basin College, Mike Miller, with
Friday in Nicholson Pavilion, . ten seconds remaining in their
26-12.
match. Shaw's pin brought tl;ie
The wrestling dogs bounded 'Cat's within four before UW
off to an early 10-0 lead when All-American Tom Brown narHusky Dave McClain handled rowly defeated John Burkholder
9-7. Dewey Parish -a.ropped a 9-1
Lee Reichert 5-0, Brad Jacot
decisioned Central's Bob Pierce· decision to Washington's Kaari
8-0, and Washington's Toshinohu Papenfuse, and once again the
Oonishi gained a superior deci- Dogs had a ten point advantage.

CRIER
Sports·

But the 'Cats weren't treed yet
when junior Dan Older gained a
third period pin over Brad
Raines.
Then the Wildcats proceeded
to end the match in the same
fashion in which they began it,
losing three ·straight. Stew
Hayes couldn't find a point in
losing to Jerry Kersey 13-0, and--~
Rocky Isley trailed all the way
and finally lost 10 -3 to California
transfer Rich Calderon.
In the heavyweight division,
Don Dunham, wrestling his final
dual meet match for Washington,
went out in winning style as he
defeated Central's Ned Nelson
5-3, a former teammate at ·
Naches High School.
Head coach Eric Beardsley
expressed disappointment in several of his teams' individual
performances, but was pleased
with the showing of Kit Shaw,
Dan Older and John Burkholder.
1

By Jim Christenson
Central will be · hosting the
"Special Olympics" spring games
for mentally handicapped adults
and children, March 9 in Nicholson Pavilion, according to Dean
Tonseth, games director.
Over 300 participants from all
over the state will be competing
in basketball, volleyball, gymnastics antl floor hockey. After
the conclusion of these sports
there will be other activities such
as a wrestling clinic, puppet
show and an awards .banquet
followed by a dance.
The "Special Olympics", originated by the Joseph Kennedy
Foundation in 1968, is designed
to motivate the handicapped individual to pursue the goals and
training necessary for sports
competition.
· Tonseth, director of the spring
games and recreation coordinator at E;llensburg's · Elmview
Center, noted that this will be
the first year Washington has
held the spring games.
"Washington is .JVery progressiv~ in special handicapped olympics and has done a lot for the
handicapped," said Tonseth.
"The 'Special Olympics' give the
participants the chance any
normal child would have to participate in physical activities. The
program is trying to motivate
the handicapped to participate all
year round in physical training
and activities and to have fun
doing it," he continued.
·
· Tonseth, a graduate of Central, feels that- problems of the,
mentally handicapped often have
been accentuated, with the public seldom expecting, and conse-

quently providing few opportunities for, the individuals to be demanding of themselves.
He went on to say that the individuals with whom he works
have difficulty working for a goal
three months in the future and
· th~t the "Special Olympics" ·can
ease that difficulty by providing
a glamour and display to reward
the handicapped who realize
goals.
The - Washington Association
for Retarded _Citizens is co-sponsering the event with the Kennedy Foundation and will be providing financial and personnel
assistance for the athletic competition. C,e ntral's Student Council for Exceptional Children and
the Recreation Department are
also working on the event.
Committees for the statewide
"Special Olympics" are forming
no~ and interested faculty and
students are urged to sign-up
outside the I.M.C. office, second
floor of Black Hall, or to contact
Tonseth at 925-3233.
The committees- will include
hospitality and color, awards,
special events and ceremonies,
publicity and food color, transportation, information guides
and medical service.

Pool it

'Cats split in EvCo play; to

face 9regon-Tech Friday
by Rafael Gonzales
Last weekend, the Wildcats
went on their final EvCo road
trip and brought back a one-andone split.
Friday the 'Cats season-long
road jinx came back to haunt
them as they saw their threegame win streak fall an 89-67
defeat at the hands of the
Eastern Washington Eagles.
Saturday Central bounced
back to break their six-game
losing streak on the road by
beating the Eastern Oregon
Mountaineers 85-82.
Friday night the Eastern
Eagles started fast as they held
the 'Cats to only 10 points during
the first 10 minutes and jumped
to a 20-10 lead which they never
gave up.
Bill Eldred and Tim Sandberg
helped the 'Cats pull within five
- at 35-30 with less than four
minutes left in the half. The rally
·fell short and the hosts carried a
46-36 lead at the half, with
Eldred garnering 14 points in the
first half.
Following intermission, the
'Cats got tough and reeled off six
unanswered points as Eldred
dropped in two more buckets and
Steve Page connected on a long

connected on two shots and John
Alaniva hit a field goal to stretch
their lead, and the Eagles were
never troubled the rest of the
way.
Hite, the Easter-n's leading
scorer picked up 13 of his 21
points in ·the first half and was joined by Alaniva and Mark Seil
with 12 apiece. The Eagles hit on
54 per cent of their shots for
·their 10 point advantage.
·
Eldr.ed topped the Central
scorers as he picked up seven
second half tallies to go with his
14 first half points for a total of
21. Sandberg added 15 and Page

scored 15 of his 32 points in the
first half.
After the intermission, the
'Cats and Mounties both played
tough and stayed close to each
other. Late in the game, the 'Cats
saw their lead cut to three points
several times, but Ned Delmore
and Dave McDow each hit to hold
the edge.
Sandberg, a 6-0 junior from
Spokane Falls CC, connected on
14 of 18 shots, mostly from
outside. He split his scoring,
putting in 15 in the first half and
17 in the second.
Steve Page was second in the
scoring, adding 14 and McDow
11.
CENTRAL 85, EOC 82
put in 10. Eldred scored eight, as Saturday night, Tim Sandberg well as pulling down eight
came across with ' what Dean
rebounds. McDow snatched nine
Nicholson called a "super game" and Steve Boyce seven boards to
and pushed through 32 points in add to Central's 43 total. Eastern
a blazing shooting show, as the Oregon managed to grab 30
Wildcats overcame their road, rebounds.
jinx and dumped the Eastern
The Mounties scoring was led
Oregon Mounties 85-82. '
by 6-5 Ron Townsend who
Central
kept alive their dropped in 30 points, and Jim
hopes for another EvCo crown. McKay who popped in 23.
The 'Cats have three remaining
This weekend, the Wildcats
league games, all at home.
return home to meet the Owls of
The Wildcats started fast and Oregon Tech and the Southern
built up a 14-point first-half lead Oregon Red Raiders. The Owls
and then held on late in the game are currently 6-3 in league play to repel a Mountie rally to win. and 20-3 on the sea~on. They
After taking a 14 point edge . dropped the Cats 68-60 in Klamshot to pull them within four.
early in the game, the visitors ath Falls in their last meeting.
saw their lead trimmed to only The Red Raiders sport the same
Central stayed within strikinedistance !!.ntil fre_shm~n R_ol!__Cox, five at the half, 42-37. Sandberg 5-4 league mark as the Wildcats.

r

MlA sets

.Tankers swamp opponents
in weekend swim action

winter
wrestling··.
·tourney
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-K-rrtens -have
rough •time ·
.

bn .the

-

road ,_

by Jim Christenson
tional, five teams battled for the after finishing second in the 200
Central swam away with five · top spots, with Central and free and captured first in the 100
dual-meet victories last weekend . Portland State dominating most yard freestyle in 52.2. Walstead,
Central's basketball Kittens
at Nicholson Pavilion pool, show- of the competition.
swimming exhibitioa for Central
_...)
scratched their winning streak
ing its versatility in the two days
Central held off Portland, turned in the swiftest time in the
"The MIA has finalized their
last weekend with a triple loss at
of action that were highlighted 57-5_5 for the number one spot, race, breaking the water in 49.85. plans for their wrestling ·tournaPullman. Simon Fraser Univerby a new addition to the 'Cats and dominated the other schools
The meet's high point came ment," announced Dr. John
one-meter divin~ team.
by clobbering both Western and towards the half-way mark when Gregor, MIA Director, yester- . sity defeated Central 44-35 and
WSU followed with a 58-43 win.
The 'Cats, facing Portland Gonzaga, 90-15 and tripping the 'Cats unleashed All American day.
The University of Montana then
State University in Friday's Eastern, 84-25.
Joe White in the one-meter
"This tournament will be of- scored 40-31 bringing the ·Central
competition, easily handed the
.The · two-point decision over diving competition.
fered as part of the winter season record to 7-5.
_
White, better recognized for activities for the MIA program,"
Oregon foes a 69-43 loss. Central Portland shadowed Central's
Friday night Central played an
shuffled swimmers into irregular · complete command of the meet. the backstroke events in which he continued. The preliminary impressive. game against Simon
events with more of a workout in With each team allowed two men he has already qualified for matches will begin Wednesday,
Fraser but couldn't cope with the
mind and still managed to per event, the 'Cats chose to nationals this season, captured . Feb. 27 and continue into the 2R SF · team height and playercapture eight of the 13 categor- swim several of its stronger the entire attention of the crowd Wrestling both days will begin at
player defense. Many turnovers
ies.
.individuals as exhibition, thus .with his precisioned back-flips 4 p.m.
by Central attributed to the loss.
Winning events for the 'Cats forfeiting possible points.
Weigh-ins will be conducted
resulting in various peculiar
Kitten high scorers were Mary
were: Jerry White in the 1000 · Joe Terhaar, Central's only l_andings.
Wednesday, the 27 . in the
Flint 12, Julie Hoff and Marie
yard freestyle; Dick Green, 200 · double winner, captured the 200
' Amassing 44.40 points in the Varsity locker room, from 11
Sather 7. points each.
yard freestyle; Craig· Brown, 200 yard freestyle and the 200 yard competition, good enough for last a.m. to 2 p.m. In order to be
Saturday morning. Central was
yard individual medley; Ed Wal- backstroke. In the 200 free, place, White aroused cheers and qualified for a certain weight
faced with the WSU team and stead, 200 yard butterfly; Fred Terhaar edged team-mate Green screams from everyone in the class, a wrestler must weigh
had trouble containing 6'6" JenGasparach, 200 yard backstroke; by four-tenths second with a stands except the judges who either the exactly alloted amount
nifer Gray. A full press attempt
Brad Boylan, 500 yard freestyle; 1:56.4 clocking, then came back snickered as they quickly held up or below.
by the Kittens hindered them in
Dave Cotton, 3-meter dive; and in the backstroke to win going scores of one and two points out
The announced . weight classes
getting the ball down court. This
the 400 yard' medley team.
away in 2:09.9.
are 123, 130, 145, 152, 160, 177,
of a possible 10.
left it open for the Cougars to
In Saturday's dual meet invitaGreen returned to the pool
White's younger brother Jerry 191 and unlimited.
move and set up so Central could
Individuals may compete as
chose to compete in two familiar
not control the inside. Once again
events in which he · supplied independents for individual
the height differences hampered
Central with a first iri the 200 awards, however, teams are
Central's play. ,
yard breaststroke and an exhibi- "encour.aged to enter," .noted
Kittens standouts were Martion first in the 200 yard Gregor. Team points will go
sha Gulla with lCI points and·
toward the All-Sports trophy.
individual medley.
·
In the breaststroke, White led Three wrestlers will constitute a Brenda Carter eight.
Central had only nine turn
a Central one-two-three - finish team.
overs, but shot only 33 per cent .
with a time of 2:22.7, and edged
Gregor laid some of the-ground at the free throw line.
team-mate Gasparach, also com- rules for the match, stating
Lack of offense in the contest
peting as exhibition in the "wrestling shoes or sneakers
with UM was a contributing
individual medley with a 2:08.9 must be worn, along with proper
factor in the Central defeat
clocking. Brown won the event gym wear. We will allow no
Saturday afternoon. The Kittens
for Central in 2: 15.
·
cut-offs, since a ,zipper could shot 19 per cent from the floor
Bill Miller outkicked the com- easily injure someone or damage
and 25 per cent at the free throw
petition in the 200 yard butterfly a mat."
line. "You can never expect to
to help supply the 'Cats with
win games shooting that poorl'y,"
The
matches
will
be
refereed
another first. Miller's time of
stated Coach Lacey. "The ball
2:15.t was bettered only by by members of the Central
just . wouldn't - drop for the
Chamvarsity
wrestling
squad.
team-mate .. Mike Miller swimpionships, slated for · Monday, players. The team's defense was
ming exhibition in 2:14.9.
March
4 · at 8 p.m. in the main good and they out rebounded
Central's relay teams also
Montana but with no one shootdominated · as the 400 yard gym will be held under the
ing you're going to come out on
varsity
floodlights.
medley team of Walstead,
the short end," she concluded.
Brown, Pete Priedhorsky, and
"Entry blanks are due no later
Pam Martin with nine points
Gasparach won with a . 3:54 than 5 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 26,"
Mary Flint with eight were
and
clocking, and were followed by Gregor emphasized.
high scorers.· Terri Short had
the exhibition win of Walstead,
Entry blanks may be obtained eight rebounds for Central.
M. Miller, Gasp.arach and Green
The Kittens don't play this
in the 400 yard freestyle relay' . at the MIA office in Nicholson
weekend and are preparing to
to
Dr.
Gregor.
Pavilion
according
with a time of 3:26.8.
face WWSC and UW in NicholThe 'Cats next meet is tomor- A copy of the rules will be
son on Feb. 23.
included
with
form.
row with the UPS in Taconia.
The
meet
will
be
the
last
dual
ON THE BARS-Sue Sullivan, Kitten gymnast, performed her
competition for Central before
specialty during the Central-hosted meet last Fr1day. The meet
Evergreen Conference meet Feb.
was termed "primarily exhibition" by coach Dee Johns. Andy
21 in Portland.
Carton gave her a helping hand.
Former all-NBA center for the Boston Celtics Bill Russell will
appear at Nicholson Pavilion April.15 to speak it was announced
Tuesday. Russell is currently coach of ·the- Seatt~e Supersonics.
The multi-faceted Russell, in addition t9 his highly successful
basketball career, hosted .a nationally syndicated television talk
show, has appeared on television in numerous guest appearances
and also hosted a radio talk show. ·

Russell to speak at Central

PRESIDENT'S BIRTHDAY SALE

All- Bindings 25 % 'of-f:-~--

AU

Plus Installation

BOOTS
WAS
Lange Swinger
$130.00
Lange Standard
89.00
Lange Pro
150.00
La Dalomite Nero 39.95
La Dalomite 8300
~0.00
La Dalomi~e Flo
85.00

SALE
PRJCE
79.95
69.95
99.95
32.95
49.95
49.95

-

-

-

Sweaters

25%
off

SKIS
Lange GS

SALE
PRICE
119.95
85.00
85.00
99.95
119.95
A,SSORTED SIZES OF USED
-SKIS-$15.95
woods
35.95
Metal & Glass

lIA WAII CHARTER FLIGHT

WAS
185.00
Head ·CK04
130.00
Head CKo3
130.00
Fischer Silverglass 125.00
Fischer Super #GT 150.00

--

Spend spring vacation in beau_
t iful Hawaii

Fare & Waikiki Surf Hotel* ...... ·.. $228.
Fare & Waikiki Grand* ...... ~ •... $233.
Fare & Kaimana Beach Hotel* ..•.. $243~
Transportation Alone ............ $169 .'

.

Note: *per person, two to a room.
Telephone: Dr. Crum, 963-1671
Mrs. Swanson, (206} 623--0950 ·

/
/
/

/

- ---- ----

/

/
.....

...... ......-·

--~-

-

/··Mr.o--:-Ski- Jacket Was $29.95 Saleprice $22~5 _
Roderic Ski Jack~t Was $1.4.95- Salepnce $10.95
Roffee Ski Jackets up to 25 % off ·

S-TRANGE'S SPORTING Goo·o s
506 N. Pine St.
92°5-2200

.;:;-

-

_

:.... _..;...

___ - .- - - - - - - - - .,- -.- - - - - -

To: Dr. J. Wesley Crum ·
No. 31 Black Hall

cwsc

I am interes~ in chart.er iiight to Hawaii. £-end 1niu11nation
and reservation for.m s.
·
~~

______..;.___--"--------;----

~ddl'ess

retepllone ~--------~--No. of- Pefsci~s·----

.,
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Wrestling;
a
lonely,
'Cat matmen to make trek to
Cheney for EvCo conference_ nine-minute
nightmare
by Clint Anderson
Ever since wrestling began in
the Evergreen Conference, the
Central Wildcats have won the
EvCo title. Tommorrow and
Saturday in Cheney the 'Cats will
go for number nine.

own Wildcats. Eastern, the first
EvCo team ever to defeat
Central in a dual meet this year,
should present the strongest
challenge to the Wildcats dominance.
"A lot will depend ~n the
draw Friday after the weighin," explained Beardsley. The

(126), ·Dewey Parish (158), Dan
Older (161), Rocky Isley (190)
and Ned Nelson (HVY).

The Central squad has also
endured some of · the toughest
competition the area can offer in the US, University · of Oregon
and the Portland State tournament. ·"If you can go.through that
strong competition and come
through healthy, it really gives
you an advantage," added Beard·
sley.

Kit Shaw
' As head coach Eric Beardsley
sees things, it will be a three ·
John Burkholder
team race for the crown this
season, involving Southern Ore- draw involves the individual
gon, Eastern Washington and his cedings into their respective
Greg Gowens
brackets. The higher the wrestler is ceded, the easier it is for
Johq Burkholder is a classic
him to work his way to the finals, . . example of the coach's theory. ,
where the team points really He's had some of the toughest .
begin to add up.
competition of the team with
.' Beardsley will be sending such foes as Gene Davis, a .
some quality material to the mat former NCAA Champ and Olymw\th returning EvCo and Nation·- pie team member and Tom
al Champion Kit Shaw (142); tw3 Brown, the second runner-up in
By Jackie Humphries
time EvCo Champ and second the NCAA last season. Burk"Ok" was the term used by . runner-up nationally, Greg holder has done exceedingly well
Coach Jan Boyungs in describing
Go~ens (134); John Burkholder against both of these men. "Look
last weekend's indoor .track
(150), who was second in the . for him· to really do something i11
competition at the UW. "Places
EvCo
after forfeiting his finals the national tournament," said
were not emphasized; it was
match; Stu Hayes..(177), third in __Beardsley.
more of a qualifying meet for the
the conference last year and Lee · Besides the battle for the
nationals," she e~plained.
Reichert (118) fourth in the EvCo crown, the tournament
"I wasn't disappointed in the
conference.
also acts as a qualifying tournaleast. It showed ·the girls where
''We've also got some strong ment for the nationals. Only the
they stood and gave them an idea
replacements after last year's Champions and strong second
where they would need work for
place finishers qulaify for the
t~am," cited Beardsley. The head
the March 9, collegiate indoor,
mentor singled out Bob Pierce National Tournament.
all-events meet.
Central trackers, their events ·
and placings were:
Lo-ng Jump: Melanie Kiehn,
3rd with 14.7 1/4; Sally McKinzie, 4th, 14.1; Laura Jones, 5th
13.1.
.60 yard-dash: ·· Melanie Kiehn,
3rd (in her heat), 7.6.

Lady spikers .
deb-i1t in
.Seattle ,meet

bow
I e.-

Mile: Cary Burrel a time of
6.23 and Nancy Ehle with 6;27.
4 X 330 relay: team time 3.19.
Coach Boyungs pointed out
Cary Burrel has cut her time
from a 6.42 in practice to the 6_.23
of Saturday. Sally ltlcKinsey
looked like ~he strongest runner.
"She did real well in her events,
dashes and relays," stated the
coach.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED envelope· to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901.
.

.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY ....
THIS STUDEN"; ASSISTANCE PROGRAM HAS BEEN
REVIEWED BY THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

wn1s11e -

. on

~~rane

Now you can
protect yourself
against muggers, rapists
and worse with this
amazing new whistle. Wear it
as a necklace or carry it as a key chain. Its long-range
p~netrating shrill brings help in a hurry. The next dark
night (that's tonight!) you'll feel a lot safer just knowing
you have the greatest protection in the world. Gives
obscene phone callers a shrilling earful, too.
GET IT BEFORE YOU HAD IT!
COME IN OR MAIL HANDY COUPON
Yes! I want to be saved! Send me_ London-Like Whistles
_Key Chain _Necklace · (Number)_ Chr5}.me _ _
I enclose $5.00 for each London-Like
Whistle. I understand that if I am not
totally satisfied , I will receive a complete
refund if returned in 10 days.

F~mily Jewels ltd.

3431 West Villard Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209

NAME-----------------STREET N U M B E R - - - - - - - - - - - CITY - - - - - - - - - - S T A T E _ _ _ zip _ _

by Mike Reichert
enemy you face, fatigue starts to
Greg Gowens was gasping and take its toll. You wish you were
panting, and looked for all - the a~ywhere but here. The clock
becomes very important to you.
world as if 'he wanted to die.
Eight minutes and 30 seconds The real battle is still ahead,
of his match had passed, and he · there are still three -more minwas still ahead, but he looked utes to wrestle.
.
for all the world as if he wanted
Three minutes of sweat, anger
to die. The buzzer went off, and and pain. Your arms no longer .
he was declared the winner. ache, they feel as though they
Totally exhausted, he went to belong to someone else. The .
center mat and raised his hand. quickness of movement that you
A large price to pay for the enjoyed earlier in the match is
moment of satisfaction.
ebbing away. The precision that
Not many Crier readers have accompanied you in the first
Hxperienced total exhaustion like round has diminished to sloppy
that ·which was written all over guesswork, and the only consolaGowen's face as has hand went tion is that the round can't last
. forever.
up in victory.
"There are-times in the. third
This was the last moment in a
nine-minute drama which had round wh_en I get so tired I can
just been played out' on a hardly think," Shaw stated. "All
wrestling mat. Three periods of I can do is react. I keep close tabs
being alone. ·
on the time and hope I've made
.The first period is fun. You're enough points 'in the .earlier
fresh, breathing easily and you rounds to held off any sudden
111~e precise, practiced moves. turn of events."
"f ou and your opponent jockey
Gowens, from Bellingham,
for position. You work every commented "I really feel the
set-up, counter and deception to_ fatigue when there is a break in
secure that all important take the act'ion, like when one of the
1down. There is a feeling; of wrestlers goes out of bounds. I
·~onfidence and agressiveness don't.notice it so much when I'm
:that brings you to the peak ·ot" wrestling because there are too
1readiness.
many other things happening on
Kit Shaw, another Central the mat."
grappler who·won a national title
Then, when it seems like three
at 142-pounds last season stated years have slipped by, the final
"the only time I really think whistle blows. Win or , lose, you
about what I'm doing is just feel exactly the same. It is only
before the take down·. I concen- later, when your battered body
trate on what I have to do to get has had some rest, that the fruits
it. After the initial takedown, it's . of your efforts can be measured.
As the fatibue ebbs away and tli~
all reaction."
Gowens, .an NAIA All-Ameri- strength returns to your trembcan and third-place winner at ling hands, a feeling of accom134-pounds last season, expan- plishment sets in, leaving only
ded by saying "I think about the the loser!il frustrated.
·
takedown. Every wrestler does.
But there is one more point
during the ·match where I'm
really forced to think. That's
when I get behind. I don't · like
being behind and I really try to ·
think of a way to turn the mat'ch
around."
Along comes the second round.
Your arms ache now. You don't
think wrestling is so much fun
now. Your pulse quickens, you
breathe hard . and. the biggest

---catOlog catalog catalog catalog~
a loan applicants must have been
National defense loans
Dorm manger sign-up
Accounting majors are notified of
If you received a National interviews by Investors' DiversiApplications are now being enrolled spring quarter, 1974, at
taken for next year's resident Central. The deadline for submis- Defense or a National Direct . fied Services of Yakima on Feb.
hall staff- Living Group Advisors sion of the aid applications to the Student Loan while you attended 20 and Weyerhaeuser Company
and Dorm Managers. The dead- Office of Financial Counseling Central, it is necessary that you of Tacoma on Feb. 20 and 21.
complete an exit interview be- Teaching interviews will be held
line for last day of application is , and Financial Aid is May 4.
fore leaving campus. Please coine with Shoreline District on Feb.
Feb. 22 Pick up your applicaRequired major declaration
tions and job descriptions in the
The Academic Advisement to the Office ·of Student Ac- 21-22 and Everett District on
Counseling and Student Develop- Center wishes to remind stu- counts, second floor, Mitchell Feb. 22. Sign up in Barge 105 one
ment Office in Sue Lombard dents with 135 or more credits Hall, call 963-3546 or arrange for - week before the interview.
Annex.
Folk dance.
that they must - declare their an interview.
Musical comedy
Christian Science
The international Folk Dance
major with their specific departThe Christian Science club has ment. This policy will be enforc- · The Broadway hit musical "A Festival will be h'eld ,at the UW
Funny Thing Happened On The Feb. 15-18. For information conchanged its meeting date to ed starting spring quarter '7 4,
Thursdays. The next meeting and proof of acceptance into a Way To The Forum" will open tact Pat McMonagle, Festival
will be this Thursday a_t 7:30 in major area will be required at this weekend in McConnell Audi- chairman, 100 E. Boston #12
SUB 104.
the time of request for a senior torium. Performances will be Seattle, WA 98102, 325-8133. ·
BA degrees
evaluation. The forms for the Feb. 14-16 and 21-23.'Tickets will
Women-in'Journalism
BA degree applications are application may be picked up at go on sale one hour before the
Scholarships of up to $300 are
,
8
:30
p.m.
curtain
time.
A
$1
now being accepted in the the student'-s department or the
admission will be charged for being offered to Junior and senior
Registrar's Office for spring program's office.
women planning to enter the
students
and $2 for adults.
quarter 197 4 graduation. The
Aid checks
field of JournalisIJl by the Seattle
Service
Selective
deadline for all -applications is ·
Those students enrolled in
chapter of Women in CommuniMale
students
about
to
turn
April 5; 1974.
off-campus programs (student- 18 are reminded that they must cations. Deadline is March 1.
ACLU
teaching, the Mexico program, still register with their local
McCormack Internship
The controversial filni "Soldier Option "C", etc.) and are on Selective Service board within 30
A second internship in ConBlue" will be shown by the ACLU Financial Aid may apply to the days of their birthday.
.gressman Mike McCormack's
at 7 and 9' p.m. in the SUB Financial Aid Office to have their
Job interviews
Richland office will be available
theatre on Feb. 20. Admission checks mailed to them.
Bus. Admin., Economics and to another Central student. The
will be 75 cents.
Comm-qnity gallery
The Community Art Gallery,
408 1/2 N. Pearl, will feature
allegorical sea paintings by
d'Elaine Johnson through Feb.
23. Handcrafted jewelry and
pottery by Northwest artisans
will also be on display. Hours are
noon to 4 p.m., Tuesday thru
Saturday.
Recreation club
The Rec club will hold "The ·
Heart Shaped Meatball Spaghet, ti Feed" on Feb. 14 from 5:30 to
7:30 in the Student Village Multipurpose -room Students $1.25,
members $1 and 75 cents for
children.
Health Center number
The phone number for the
college Health Center was misprinted in .the campus phone
directory. The correct phone
number for the Health Center is
extension · 3-1881.
Unitarians
The . regular '" meeting Of the
Central Unitarian Fellowship
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 20 at the Center. for
·Campus Ministry. ·
LDSSA
The LDSSA is having a paper
drive. Call 963-2935 on upper
campus and 963-2270 on lower
campus for someone .to pick them
up.
Vets club
An organizational meeting and
.election of offiters will be on
Thursday Feb. 21 from 2:30 to ·
3:30 p.m . .in SUB 103.
Fellowship :meeting
. The Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet in SUB 214
at 7 p.m. on Feb. 18 for a general
meeting.
Lost and found
The department offices in the Psychology Building are acquiring several found hats, mittens, ·
etc. If you have a cl~ss in that
building and have lost so.mething, check with the department
of Psychology offices, identify it
and it will be returned to· you.
FEATURING THE FINEST
Financial aid applications ·
Students who are planning to
IN LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
apply for financial aid for 1974-75
are asked to pick up their application forms in the office of
FROM THE
Financial Counseling & Financial
Aid, Barge 209. All forms must
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
be returned to the Financial Aid
office by April i, ·1974.
Student loans
Applications f~r summer quarter National Direct Student
Loans may be picked up between
March 4 and April 15 in the
Office of Financial Counseling
. and Financial Aid. To qualify for

1

internship is from March , 25 to
May 31 and carries a stipend of
$'300. Make yo.ur applications in
Psychology 414 by Feb. · 21.
Urban center
-Those interested in preparing
to teach in the inner-city are
urged to meet with Dr. Elmore
on Tuesday, Feb. 26, to talk
about the Seattle Urban Program. Sign up in Black 217.
Collective bargaining
The following people will
speak on collective bargaining at
4 p.m. in the Threepenny Playhouse: W endal Veruim of the
WEA and George Green of the
NEA on Feb. 14. Henry Sidell of
the AAUP will talk of Feb; 19.
LibraryfihDs
"Science Fiction and the Future" and "The Artist Point of
View and the Future" will be
part .of the "Future" series of
films to be shown at the Public
Library on Feb. 19 at 7:30 p.m.
These films are co-sponsored by
the 'Ellensburg Public Library
and Centfafs-Bouillon Library.

THE RANCH PRESENTS

·APPALOOSA
THURS., FRI., SAT.
FEB 14,. 15, and 16

THURSDAY NIGHT IS LADIES NIGHT
LADIES IN· FREE
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